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A bstract
T his paper analyses the im pact of som e assum ptions of house
holds’ heterogeneity on the uniqueness and the stability property
of the tem porary equilibrium o f a pure exchange economy. The
set of households’ characteristics includes expectations about fu
ture prices. A high dispersion o f households on this space ensures
the global stability of the short-run equilibrium, and in addition
the convergence o f the sequence of tem porary equilibria. The h et
erogeneity of expectations stabilizes the dynam ics w ith learning
near any stationary price when the perfect foresight dynam ics are
locally well determ inate. Journal o f Economics Literature C lassi
fication Numbers: D l l , D 41, D 50, D84, E l.

* I would like to thank for his advice my supervisor Professor
A. Kirman, and Professor J.M . Grandmont and M. Peitz for very
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Heterogeneity of demand behaviour is defined by a high “disper
sion” of the household behaviour with respect to one or the other of
its endogeneous arguments. This definition is derived from the one in
troduced by Kneip (1993) which can be seen as a compromise between
the theoretical analysis of Grandmont and the more empirical analysis
of Hildenbrand. In this paper we introduce expectations about future
prices in the households’ decision rule. This leads to introduce two types
of heterogeneity. First, the expected price vector for the future is now an
argument of the demand function. Two households might adjust their
demand in a different way after a small change of the expected prices
ceteris paribus. That is, household demand might be dispersed along
this argument. Furthermore, the expectations function itself, which for
malizes the household’s way of processing information, might as well be
dispersed along any of its arguments.
Formally, we consider a parametric model of demand, that is each
demand function is assumed to be parameterized by /? G B1. Among
1The group of households whose demands are parameterized by /3 6 B might be the
given population itself or some suitably stratified subpopulation. It is only required

1
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The purpose of this paper is to study the properties of market
demand of a very large and heterogeneous population, when short-run
household demand is the outcome of a multi-period maximization pro
gram. In an economy where incomes are exogeneously given, the set of
households’ characteristics is the product of the set of income, the set
of demand functions (for fixed household expectations) and the set of
expectations. For exogeneous price expectations it has been shown that
some assumption of heterogeneity ensures the monotonicity of market
demand, see Grandmont (1992), Hildenbrand (1993) and Kneip (1993).
When expectations are endogeneous, the variation of the short-run de
mand induced by a price change includes an intertemporal substitution
effect. After a price change, the household reviews its expectations and
decides whether to substitute present to future consumption. The ques
tion is whether broad classes of distributions on the set of households’
characteristics including expectations yield again the monotonicity of
market demand.

that demand of the selected group can be expected to be very heterogeneous and
posses considerable income variations.

2
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the parameters /? describing the demand function one can distinguish
artificially the ones which describe the household’s expectations, denote
them e and denote 7 the remaining vector such that (7 , e) = /?. The het
erogeneity of demand can, then, be formalized by a “flat” density of the
distribution on the parameter set B, as proposed by Grandmont (1992).
In order for a flat density of (3 to have any relation with heterogeneous
demand behaviours, the structure of the parameter distribution should
reflect the structure of the distribution of demand functions and expecta
tions functions. Hence, one has to impose some qualitative restrictions on
the parameterization of demand behaviour analogous to the ones intro
duced by Kneip (1993). Theses restrictions allow for the interpretation
of a flat density of ft as demand behaviours belonging to a large subset of
the space of all admissible demand behaviours and being approximately
“equally likely”. This heterogeneity requirement includes, thereby, some
heterogeneity of the expectations function. In this paper, we distinguish
the two types of heterogeneity; the dispersion of demand along its ar
guments, including the vector of expected prices, and the dispersion of
the expectations function along its arguments. The results obtained by
Kneip (1993) for exogeneous expectations and exogeneous incomes are
easily translated to this framework. We prove that when household de
mand is highly dispersed along the current price vector and the vector
of expected prices, market demand is monotone. Furthermore, the re
quired degree of heterogeneity of demand decreases as the heterogeneity
of the expectations function increases. It is, as well, worth while noting
that the negative definiteness of the matrix of substitution effects can be
the outcome of a standard rationality requirement combined with an as
sumption of heterogeneity. This result is obtained for household matrices
of substitution which are not necessarily negative definite. Note that, in
the static framework, this assumption is usually deduced from the utility
maximization requirement. However, in the multiperiod framework, the
intertemporal substitution effect might go in any direction depending on
the household’s expectations, hence the a priori assumption of a neg
ative definite matrix of substitution effect has no legitimacy under the

This analysis is, then, applied to the study of the short-run stability
and uniqueness of the equilibrium of a pure exchange economy, when the
concept of equilibrium is the temporary equilibrium.
‘A temporary equilibrium or short-run Walrasian equilibrium is
defined as a set of current prices that equate aggregate demand
and supply on every market at the date under consideration.
Grandmont (1983)
The current price is only required to ensure equilibrium in the current
period. There exists a desequilibrium phenomena in the sense that at a
given date the households’ plans for the future are not coordinate and
may be incompatible. The framework of temporary competitive equi
librium theory is seen as a step closer to reality because market prices
are assumed to exist only for current goods. The purpose of the Gen
eral Equilibrium Theory can be understood, as suggested by Malinvaud
(1991), as to analyze the economic evolution as the outcome of a succes
sion of temporary equilibria, the static model being a theoretical tool.
The existence of temporary equilibria has already been proved in mone
tary economies (see for example Grandmont and Laroque (1973) Fuchs
and Laroque (1976)). Therefore, we focus on the questions of uniqueness
and stability of these equilibria.
Heterogeneity is again a solution to the short-run stability prob
lem. Our assumption of heterogeneity and aggregation over endowments
guarantees that market short-run demand is monotone in a restrictive
sense (for price changes which preserve the mean income level). Such
a property ensures that the equilibrium in each period is unique and
stable for specific price adjustment processes and/or for specific price
normalizations.
This result does not yield the stability of the one-period dynamical
system under any tâtonnement processus described by
dtPi = GdZdp))
3
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standard assumption on individual behaviour.

Note, however, that the main factor of instability is the direct de
pendence of income on prices due to the unrealistic definition of income
as the value of the household’s initial endowments evaluated at the cur
rent prices. Thus, a solution to short-run stability (under any standard
tâtonnement process) can be to evaluate income at past prices. Such
a time lag in the determination of income was introduced by Hens and
Hildenbrand (1993) and is a quite natural assumption in a private own
ership economy.
In a second part, we want to go beyond the one-period stability
and analyze the stability problem as the evolution of short-run equilib
ria. We concentrate on the stability issue since one hope underlying
4
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where G; is a sign preserving function with G;(0) = 0 and differentiable
with G\ > 0. This processus is the most general formalization of the in
tuition of how markets should operate: the price rises when a good is in
excess demand and decreases otherwise. The previous restricted mono
tonicity property ensured by behavioural heterogeneity and aggregation
over endowments stabilizes the dynamical system only if it is induced
by specific examples of the above processus or by specific price normal
izations, namely the ones which preserve the mean income. When these
restrictions are not required, even in very specific cases, for example,
when all households are assumed to have homothetic preferences, and
thereby market demand would be monotone if income were to be exo
genous, the income effects induced by changes in the relative income
distribution are shown to be bad enough to destroy any nice structure of
market demand. Nevertheless, it is clear that there exist cases where the
one-period equilibrium is stable, like for example, when all households
have Cobb-Douglas demand functions. Symmetrically, the requirement
of a specific price normalization can be substituted by the requirement
that all endowments are colinear, and stability is obtained if market de
mand is monotone for fixed incomes. These two assumptions have no
a priori justification and are not very realistic. They are typically the
kind of assumptions we shall try to avoid, since they restrict a priori the
theoretical analysis to specific set of households’ characteristics.

Two important characteristics of the model affecting dynamics are
that households have a memory which lasts T periods and that the model
includes now two generations of households. The dynamics with learning
depend in a complex manner on the interaction between the dynamics of
perfect foresight and the dynamics of the learning process. The relation
ship that may exist between the stability of the dynamics with learning,
the prefect foresight stability or the local determinateness of a long run
equilibrium was implemented for the one-dimensional case in Grandmont
and Laroque (1986), for related results see also Tillman (1983). These
relationships and the the mathematical sufficient conditions for stability
of a stationary equilibrium when the state variable is multidimensional
were studied respectivelly in Grandmont and Laroque (1990) and Fuchs
and Laroque (1976).
We show that the heterogeneity of the demand function in the pop
ulation along each of its arguments (including the expected price vector)
ensures the local asymptotic stability of the dynamics with learning at
any stationary temporary equilibrium. Again, the required degree of
heterogeneity decreases with the increasing heterogeneity of the expec
tations function. Incidentally, stability is not the outcome of rational
expectations, higher is the degree of heterogeneity of expectations higher
5
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part of the research is that the stability criteria in plausible dynamics
with learning could be useful to reduce the embarassing multiplicity of
long-run equilibria. We consider the framework of a monetary economy,
more precisely, the model we retain is a generalisation to a temporary
equilibrium context of Samuelson’s pure consumption loan model intro
duced by Grandmont and Laroque (1973), and which dynamics has been
studied by Fuchs and Laroque (1976) among others. In this overlapping
generations model, we study the local stability of self-fulfilling expecta
tions equilibria. Note that the convergence to self-fulfilling expectations
can be as well analyzed in stochastic linear, or non linear macroeco
nomic models (see de Canio 1979, Marcet and Sargent 1988, 1989, Calvo
1988, Kurz 1989). The issue has also been treated in game theory, where
convergence to particular equilibria is investigated, when players revise
adaptively their expectations over time.

It is worthy of note that the heterogeneity of expectations has to
be restricted in order to be compatible with the natural assumption of
stationarity of expectations, which requires that at the stationary price
households’ expectations are identical. However, for any deviation from
the stationary price very different expectations are allowed. The house
hold learning process is even allowed to be unstable. Nevertheless, the
heterogeneity of individual instability leads to a stability property at the
aggregate.
Despite expectations functions play an important role in the dy
namics with learning their heterogeneity does not eliminate any feature
of instability. The dynamics depend for an important part on the funda
mental charateristics which affect the demand functions independently of
the expectations function, and influence the perfect foresight dynamics.
First, it is important while noting that the stability of the perfect
foresight dynamics does not require the same kind of heterogeneity than
the stability of the dynamics with learning. While a high degree of het
erogeneity of the demand function ensures the stability of the dynamics
with learning it might lead to the instability of the perfect foresight dy
namics. Stability of the perfect foresight dynamics requires, indeed, to
restrict the heterogeneity of demand along the expected price vector. As
an example, we show that in the simple case of only one non storable
commodity, if household demand is highly dispersed along each of its
arguments including the vector of expected prices, the stationary tem
porary equilibrium is a saddle point of the dynamics of perfect foresight,
while the dynamics with learning is stable near stationary states.
This example illustrates as well the role of the heterogeneity of
expectations, and underlines that there exist some cases where the het
erogeneity of expectations eliminate any feature of instability from the
dynamics. It is proved that if a stationary state is a saddle point of the
perfect foresight dynamics, that is if the perfect foresight dynamics are
locally determinate, then a high dispersion of the expectations function
ensures that this stationary price is locally asymptotically stable in the
dynamics with learning. This result is proved to remain valid in the
6
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is the probability that the stationary temporary equilibrium is stable.

To conclude the one-dimensional model illustrates that the het
erogeneity of expectations tends to stabilize the dynamics with learning
around any stationary price. However, as long as the perfect foresight
dynamics are not locally determinate one can find examples where de
spite a high dispersion of expectations the dynamics are unstable. This is
the case when the stationary state is locally asymptotically stable in the
dynamics of perfect foresight. The indeterminateness of the equilibrium
trajectory in the perfect foresight dynamics implies that once expecta
tions are introduced their heterogeneity cannot ensure enough structure
to the dynamics with learning. The way expectations affect demand,
which enters in the fundamental characteristics, plays a determinant role.
Any stability property previously obtained is structural following
the theorem of Fuchs and Laroque, which states that, for the model under
consideration, the qualitative behaviour of trajectories of the economy
near stationary equilibria and cycles is preserved under small perturba
tions.
In a first section we describe the model. We prove the two main
results, regarding short-run stability and the stability of the sequence of
short-run equilibria, in Section 2 and 3 (respectively). As an illustration
the example of an economy wirh only one non storable commodity is con
sidered in Section 4. A last section is devoted to the study of dynamics
once a time lag in the determination of income has been introduced. For
this income determination which affects the dynamics, the requirement
that household demand is highly dispersed with respect to all its argu
ments still ensures the local asymptotic stability of stationary temporary
equilibria.
7
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multidimensional case. We consider that all households have identical
preferences and identical endowments but differ in their way of process
ing information. If the fundamental characteristics ensure the local de
terminateness of the perfect foresight dynamics induced by some type
of incentive to save at the aggregate the heterogeneity of expectations
give enough structure to the dynamical system with learning to ensure
its local asymptotic stability.

1.1

The Set-Up
T he M odel

There are l non storable commodities (k — 2 ,..., l + 1) and one storable
commodity which is used to transfer wealth over time and which we shall
call money (k — 1 ).
Households live two periods so that at each time t there are two
living households of each type, one “young” and one “old” . At the be
ginning of each period of their lives, households receive an endowment
of the l non storable commodities which are known in advance. They
trade on the spot market of the corresponding period. Young households
can save by buying from the old households the money these had them
selves bought in the previous period; the total monetary stock remains
constant.
We shall describe the demand behaviour directly by the demand
function and the expectations function rather than by the utility function.
We assume as in Grandmont and Laroque (1973) that the expec
tations about future prices of the young household in the current period
depend on the current prices and on the T past price systems. This
means that uncertainty concerns only the future prices and that house
holds have a T-period memory. This property is determinant for the
dynamics and might as well affect the properties of the set of stationary
solutions. In a model with rational expectations Fourgeaud et al. (1985)
show that the undesirable properties of the set of solutions of the model
with unlimited memory disappear if the memory is bounded. In partic
ular, there exists an infinite number of stationary solutions of the model
with unlimited memory and every solution is characterized by an initial
condition, while the model with bounded memory has a unique stationary
solution and solutions are independent of initial conditions. Truncating
the memory affects the dynamics in a way which, usually, is not a priori
clear. Nevertheless, the present discussion about the asymptotic stability
of stationary states obtained through heterogeneity requirement is not af
fected by the length of the memory, see Remarks 5 and 7. Hence, for the
8
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1

Denote by st the sequence of price vectors (pt,pt- i , ... ,pt- r).
The set of prices we shall consider for money and non storable
commodities is P =
and the price normalization p £ 5R+ x 5 where
S = {p £ SJ;+1 | Y,kPk — 1,Pk > 0 Vfc = 2
,
We do not allow
the price of any commodity to be zero to ensure the differentiability of
demand functions on P.
The household is now described by two demand behaviours corre
sponding to the two periods of his life. The action of the young household
depends on the current price system and on its expectations about fu
ture prices Pt+i, while the action of the old household (born at time
(t —1 )) depends on his past action, that is on past prices pt- i , on its past
expectations about current prices pet and on the current price system pt.
D efinition 1 The demand function of the young household is a contin
uously differentiable function f y(pt,Pt+n x t) °f current prices pt, of the
price expectations formalized at the current date for the future period pet+l
and of the current income xt .
The demand function of the old household is a continuously dif
ferentiable function f°(pt,pt_ i,p et: Xt) of current prices pt, of last period
prices p t- 1, of the price expectations formalized at the previous period for
the current date pi and of the current income x t . Both demands satisfy
the budget identity for the period under consideration, that is to say
P*f y{Pt,P\+\ix t) = x t =pfu>
P i f°(Pt;Pt-l,Pt,Xt) = Xt = p fu
9
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present analysis truncating households’ memory is a reasonable solution
to the difficulties involved with the unlimited memory. One may think
of the memory lenght as very large with observations in the far distant
past having a negligible influence on current forecasts. Then the bounded
memory is a good approximation. Such a shape of the learning process is
obtained, for example, when past observations are ponderated by some
discount factor. This assumption has the convenient consequence that
the dynamical system is time-independent.

In the sequel, we forget the subscript t of the current period when there
is no ambiguity. We require the following assumptions.
A ssum ption 1 An old household spends all the money it saved when it
was young, that is
~ fiiP -i,P t+ i,x ) \*=pt »= fiiP ,P -i,P t,x ) \x=Pru

V(p,s_j) € (» + x S )T+1

A ssum ption 2 For constant consecutive price, the demand of money is
inversely proportional to its price
fi(P ,P ,x ) \x=Px*= (Pi)~lfi(p ,P ,x ) Ii = f u
The demand of non storable commodities only depends on their relative
prices
fkiP ,P ,x ) \x=pxu =

fk(P,P,x ) \x=jTu,

f°kiP,P,P,X) \x=pTu = fkiP,P,P,X) \z=pTu,
Vfc = 2 ,..., / and Vp G (5R+ x S), where p = (l,p 2, ■■■,pi).
We assume that the household information at the date t is st and summa
rize the households’ way of processing that information by time-independent expectations functions2. The price expectation functions ipy and ip°
are assumed to satisfy the following assumptions.
A ssum ption 3 tjiy and ip° are continuous and differentiable on P T+1
and takes values in 5R+. Furthermore their derivative are continuous
functions. ipy G C 1 (P r+1, a n d if0 G C 1(P T+l, 3^).
2Note that these functions axe dependent on the length of the memory T.

10
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The first components ff;i(pt,Pt+i,x t) and ft-i(pt,Pt-i,Pt, x t) describe de
mands for money, and the other components f f k{pt,pet,x t) and
f ° k(pt,pt- i,P t,x t) Vfc ^ 1 represent demands for non storable commodi
ties.

R e m a rk 1 To simplify the presentation we assume that ipy and if0 are
functions from P T+1 to 5R1 rather than distributions of probability, that is
mappings from P T+l onto Ad(5Ri). In such a framework temporary equi
libria have been proved to exist (see Remark 3 ). However in terms of
dynamics our results would not have been affected assuming that expec
tations of future prices are distributions of probability. One would just
have had to require that these mapping were regular enough to get the
continuity and differentiability of household demand with respect to cur
rent and past prices (see Christiansen, 1972, for the case where demands
are deduced from the intertemporal maximization of utility functions).
A ssu m p tio n 4 ipy(P T+1) C P and ip°(PT+1)

c P-

We require the following condition of consistency for the expectations
function ipy and ip°\
A ssu m ption 5
,> P ( p , - - - , p ) = p

VpeP

In particular, this assumption implies that if the economy is at a station
ary temporary equilibrium households do not make forecasting errors.
This is the minimum rationality requirement needed for consistency with
the standard notion of equilibrium.
Consider the definitions: Denote A the set of households’ charac
teristics and p the probability distribution of households on this set.
D efinition 2 A point pt in P is a temporary equilibrium at time t if
there exist Sf_i in P T such that
F(Pt,st- i ) = / udp
JA
For each st- \ the set of temporary equilibria will be labeled by V (st- 1).
11
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Denote dp_j ipy = Cj and dp_j ip° = Dj.

pt € V (st-i)
R em ark 2 The total monetary stock
M ( s ) = [ f i ( p , p te+ i , x )

JA

is constant along a trajectory. This is the outcome of assumption 1.
D efinition 4 If a trajectory {pt } is the repetition of some p, it is repre
sented in P by a fixed point, which we shall call a stationary temporary
equilibrium (STE).
Denote W the set of STE of our economy.
As observed by Fuchs and Laroque (1976) the quantity theory of
money holds in the model under consideration. Effectively, for any STE
we observe that the aggregate demand for money F\ is null while de
mands for non storable commodities do not depend on the price of money
Pi. The property of dichotomy between the market of money and the
commodity markets holds.
R em ark 3 Consider the following additional assumptions:
A ssum ption 6 Consumption sets are bounded below, f'f and f k are
bounded below whatever k = 1
Denote S the interior of the set S and S \ S the complementary set of S
in S. In addition, denote A the set of households’ characteristics and p
the probability distribution of hoiuseholds on this set.
A ssu m p tio n 7 Desirability assumption: I f p G (3?+ x S) converges to
wards p° 6
x S \S , then fA £ L _2 f°k(p ,p -i,p \,x ) | x=pTu dp conP',+I =V’° ( S - l)

verges towards +oo whatever s_\ G P T.
12
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D efinition 3 A trajectory is an infinite sequence {pt } with pt € P and
t a whole number such that,

p ',+ i= ^ y M

+oo whatever ipv (s) E P.
We require as well that the expectations do not depend too much on the
current price system.
A ssu m p tio n 9 If p E P converges towards p° E {0} x S then whatever
(p- 1, ... , p ~ t ) E P T there exists c > 0 such that
(s) > c.
Note that our heterogeneity requirement does not contradict this assump
tion, expectations about the future price of money belong to a bounded
set and we require that they are highly dispersed on this set. Further
more, it is worthy of note that this assumption is indeed quite artificial.
Effectively, when demand behaviour is described directly by a demand
function includinf the expectations function, one could have formalized
Assumption 8 independently of the expectations functions and require,
for a demand which is a function of income, current prices and past prices,
that when the price of money converges towards zero the aggregate de
mand for money becomes infinite. The purpose of this assumption is
only to recall the property of the expectations function required to prove
the existence of temporary equilibria, when demand is the outcome of
the maximization of a utility function under budget constraints. In ad
dition our intuition is that Assumption 9 can be derived from behavioral
heterogeneity. The requirement that the expectation function is quite
dispersed along each of its arguments implies, as proved in Subsection
1.3, that the aggregate expectation function is less sensitive to a price
change. This insensitivity property is formalized by small derivatives
of the mean expectation function. Our conjecture is that this property
(or some similar condition) combined with the rationality requirement of
utility maximization will lead to Assumption 8.
Under the additional assumptions 8 and 9 Fuchs and Laroque (1976,
p. 254) show that the set of temporary equilibria of our economy is non
empty and compact valued.
13
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A ssu m p tio n 8 The demand of money increases if its value is expected
to increase. If p E (5?+ x S) converges towards p° E {0} x S and
ipi(s) > c > 0, then fA ff(p ,p t+i,x ) \ x = pru dp converges towards

A ssum ption 10 Second desirability assumption: If q 6 S converges to
wards q° 6 3?+ x S \S , then fA £ k=2 f£ ( q ,..., q, x ) \x=qru dp converges to
+oo
This assumption requires the existence of some aggregate preference for
the present. As a result of Assumption 5 having observed during T period
the price q which states that at least one non storable commodity price
converges towards zero households expect the same price for the future.
At the aggregate the current demand becomes infinite despite the price
of one commodity is expected to be zero in the future.
A ssum ption 11 In the long run there always exist potential lenders,
this means that

f fi( p ,-- - ,p ,x )

JA

\x=pru d p >

o VpeP

Under these two additional assumptions the set of stationary tem
porary equilibria of our economy W is non empty and compact valued
(see Theorem 2 of Fuchs and Laroque).
We restrict the set of admissible economies such that assumptions 1
through 11 hold, and focus on the question of stability of stationary
temporary equilibria.

1.2

T h e D e fin itio n o f H e te r o g e n e ity

The heterogeneity of the distribution of households’ characteristics is
defined by a measure of heterogeneity of the distribution of households on
the set A . It might be useful to decompose the population into suitable
subpopulations, since some assumptions might be too restrictive when
14
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Denote / the function describing the demand behaviour, that is
the demand function where the expected prices have been substituted by
their expressions in terms of current and past prices. One can add the
two assumptions:

In the sequel, we assume that market demand exists and is continuously
differentiable in (p ,p_i,...
Hence, F £ C 1 (P T+2, 3?+) (this
is, indeed, the outcome of the budget identity which yields a finite market
demand under the requirement that the mean income is finite, and of the
differentiability of the demand function and of the expectations function
at the household level).3.
The heterogeneity of initial endowments is trivially formalized by
a continuous density function on a large set.
A ssu m p tio n 12 The distributions vy and va are defined on complete
separable metric spaces of households’ characteristics A y and A 0, i.e. vy
and v0 are probability measures on the a-field of Borelian subsets of A y
and A 0. For a given u £ Q the conditional distributions vy/ij and v0/w
exist. Furthermore the marginal distributions of initial endowment u> are
3In the static model which does not include households’ expectations, when de
mand is deduced from the maximization progamm of a utility function, differentiabil
ity of household demand is not the outcome of “standard assumptions on preferences”.
Nevertheless Dierker, Dierker and Trockel (1980a, 1980b and 1984) prove that het
erogeneity has a smoothing impact through aggregation such that the differentiability
of market demand can be deduced from an assumption of heterogeneity alone. More
precisely, market demand is differentiable with respect to the price system if house
hold demand is highly dispersed along the price system. Our conjecture is that such
a result is still valid when household demand is deduced from a multiperiod maxi
mization programm. Clearly, in this case, some assumption of a high dispersion of
the expectations function along current and past price systems will be required to get
the differentiability of ip with respect to (p t,p t- 1 , .. • ,p t-r)-
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formalized for the whole population. We are only concerned with additive
properties of market demand. Hence, we can focus on the mean demand
of a given subpopulation and the result will follow for market demand by
aggregation. For a given subgroup denote vy (resp. vQ) the distribution of
young households (resp. of old households) on the set of characteristics
A y (resp. A„). We are concerned by the properties of the aggregate
short-run demand of the subgroup given by the formula:

The heterogeneity of the demand behaviour has not such an im
mediate formalization, since the set of demand functions and the set of
expectations function are not complete separable metric spaces. One
solution is to use the theoretical tool of the parameterization. One con
siders a homeomorphism between a restricted set of demand functions T
and a complete separable metric space T. Symmetrically, one can consid
ers a homeomorphism between a restricted set of expectations functions
E and a complete separable metric space 8. Heterogeneity of demand
behaviour is then defined by a measure of heterogeneity of the corre
sponding distribution on the parameter space B = T x 8. This means
that, in a given subgroup, each demand behaviour is parameterized by a
vector of parameters (3 £ B4. The vector of parameters [3 is decomposed
into two subvectors 7 and e, where 7 describes the household’s tastes and
risk aversion, that is the household demand function, and e parameterizes
the household expectations function. First, we assume that there exists
a probability density rj on B such that
Ja f ( s t, x t)du/x = jf f ?(st, x t)t]x(P)df3
Denote f3y £ By the vector of parameters which describes the demand
behaviour of the young household and (30 £ B0 the vector of parameters
which describe the behaviour function of the old household. In the sequel,
the restrictions imposed on the distribution of demand behaviour are
required for both types of household, that is for (3 = (3y (respectively
(3 — (30), v fx = Vy/x (resp. v /x — u0/x and B = By (resp. B — Ba). We
shall make explicit the formalization for young households, and let the
reader deduce the symmetrical formalization for old households.
4It might seem too restrictive to assume that the whole population follows a specific
parametric model. The population is then decomposed into subgroups which can be
decribed by distinct parametric models of demand. In each subgroup the demand
function of a household is described by 0 € B.
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defined on a compact set fi and possess continuous density functions py
and p0 with finite means Q = fn uip(u>)duj for p — py, p„.

j

f ( s t ,x t)d n /(x , 7) = J ^ r (p t,ip e(st),x t)<pXty(e)de

Denote (x, 7 )-households the subgroup of households with the current
income x and a demand function described by 7 . The density function
of the distribution of /? can be decomposed
Vz{P) =
A ssu m p tio n 13 1. T and £ are compact subsets of complete, separa
ble metric spaces.5
2. The density p and 4> are continuously differentiable.
The question is now to quantify heterogeneity. For this purpose we shall
adopt Grandmont’s formalization of strong heterogeneity by a “flat” den
sity of the parameter distribution and introduce the following measure
of heterogeneity:
h(t],p) — max /

| dnmlf}) \ p(La)d/3du>

v s l , .. ., l J B x t l

Heterogeneity of the group of households increases as h{r],p) converges
towards. For a compact set B when h{y,p) = 0 77 is the uniform distribu
tion. Note that this measure is the aggregation over initial endowments
of the one introduced by Grandmont (1992). This means that we only
require that the distribution of the parameter /3 is flat in tendency, that is
in average over the distribution of endowments. The idea is to exploit as
well the aggregation over endowments which has by itself a structurizing
impact (see for example Hildenbrand (1983)).
The problem arising with this formalization is that heterogeneity of
the parameter distribution is a formal mathematical property which has
no a priori relation to heterogeneity of demand behaviour, which refers to
5r and £ might be, for example, the closures of open subspaces of 3?m, where m
is a positive whole number.
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Secondly, we assume that there exists a probability density <p on £
such that

P o stu la te 1: The class of admissible functions is large.
P o stu la te 2: Demand behaviour functions of the group of
households can be considered as chosen quite uniformly in a
sense to be made precise from a large subset of the space of
admissible functions.
Given the previous measure of heterogeneity, one has to restrict
the class of parameterizations under consideration such that a flat dis
tribution on the parameter space does mean a high heterogeneity of de
mand behaviour, that is such that it is compatible with the two above
postulates. For this purpose we shall introduce some restrictions on
the parameterization of the demand behaviour, as proposed by Kneip
(1993). The main idea is to ensure that two significantly different pa
rameters induce two significantly different demand behaviours at given
price systems and endowments. That is, the structure of the parameter
space has to reflect the structure of the set of demand behaviour func
tions. The idea of the restrictions imposed on the parameterization of
18
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the distribution of the function f . As an illustration, consider an extreme
case. Suppose that B = 3?, and that the parameterization of demand be
haviour functions is such that f 3 ^ f 3' for all 0 ,0 ' € [0, 1] with 0 ^ 0',
while f 3 = /° if 0 £ [0,1], In this case a flat density of the parameter
distribution means that a vast majority of the subpopulation possesses
the same function /°. Hence, the set of parameterization under consider
ation has to be restricted such that a flat distribution on the parameter
space induces very heterogenous demand vectors on the commodity space
for given price systems pt,Pt-i, ■■■,Pt-T, which are themselves induced
by heterogeneous functions / . Then, the parameterization will be inter
pretable in the sense that, first the degree of heterogeneity of the demand
behaviour is evaluated by a measure of heterogeneity of the distribution
of the function / , secondly a high degree of heterogeneity induces a high
dispersion of the demand vectors on the commodity space which might
be induced by heterogeneous demand behaviour functions. Intuitively
we speak of extremely heterogeneous groups of households if the two
following postulates hold.

Clearly, heterogeneity of demand behaviour is induced by two kinds
of heterogeneity; heterogeneity due to the high dispersion of preferences
and risk aversion which induces a high dispersion of the demand function
along each of its arguments (including the expected price vector pet) and
the heterogeneity due to the dispersion of the expectations function itself.
In this paper, we formalize explicitely the two types of heterogene
ity. We shall, thereby, consider the two measures of heterogeneity:
h(ip, <f>x p) — max^y
dyi(p(7 ) | d’y<j>(e)dep(u))du>
Bx n
h(d>, tp X p) = max /
d(i<j>(e) | deip^djp(uj)du>
v
'
i=i,:JJBxn
We shall restrict the set of parameterizations of the demand function
under consideration such that a flat distribution on the parameter space
T is in accordance with the two previous postulates when the function
under consideration is the demand function. The parameterization has
to be interpretable in the sense that, the degree of heterogeneity of the
distribution of 7 reflects some degree of heterogeneity of the distribution
on the set of demand functions { f r | 7 E T}. More precisely, we impose
that a high degree of heterogeneity of the parameter distribution induces
19
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the demand behaviour function is to compare the distribution of house
hold demands with the distribution of the demands of these households
when one argument has been affected. That is heterogeneity is defined
in terms of dispersion along the arguments of the function under consid
eration. This means that we compare, for example, the distribution of
the vector f 0(pt,pt- i , ... ,pt- T,x) = p ( p t,x t,ipe(pt,p t-i, ... ,Pi- t )) on
the commodity space (denote d its density function) with the one of the
vector f 0(IApt,pt- i,...,p t - T ,x ) = / 7 (/APi, x t, ipe{IAPuPt-\, ■■■,Pt-r))on the commodity space (denote $A its density function), where / A is a
diagonal matrix with the k-th diagonal element 1 + A*,. The idea is that
an extreme degree of heterogeneity should imply that both distributions
are very flat. Hence, d and $A are of comparable degree of heterogene
ity and incidently dA should not be highly affected by a variation of A.
Then, we shall say that demand behaviour is highly dispersed along the
price system.

As far as heterogeneity of the demand function is concerned we
consider Kneip’s definition of heterogeneity, where heterogeneity of the
demand function is defined in terms of dispersion of the demand func
tion along one or the other of its arguments. A strong heterogeneity is
formalized by a flat density of the parameter distribution on T for pa
rameterizations of demand such that “flatness” implies effectively some
heterogeneity of the demand function with respect to the argument con
sidered. Note that, by opposite to Kneip’s model, the vector of expected
prices is now an argument of the demand function. We introduce a new
type of heterogeneity, that is we shall assume as well that the demand
function might be heterogeneous along the expected price vector. This
means that the way expectations affect demand might as well be highly
heterogeneous among households.
Heterogeneity of the demand function is formalized by a small value
of h((p,<f>x p). We first require that
A ssu m p tio n 14 There exists a finite parameter m\ > 0 such that
h((p, (j) x p) < m x
As a result
is a measure of heterogeneity of the demand function, as
mi converges towards zero the demand function is more heterogeneous.
20
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a high dispersion of the demand vectors on the commodity space which
might be induced by heterogeneous demand functions. Symmetrically,
we shall restrict the set of parameterizations of the expectations function
under consideration such that a flat distribution on the parameter space
£ is in accordance with the two previous postulates when the function
under consideration is the expectations function. The parameterization
has to be interpretable in the sense that, the degree of heterogeneity of the
distribution of e reflects some degree of heterogeneity of the distribution
on the set of expectations functions {ipe | e € £}■ More precisely, we
impose that a high degree of heterogeneity of the parameter distribution
induces a high dispersion of the expected price on the price set which
might be induced by heterogeneous demand functions.

Typically, the distribution of demands at the actual price sys
tems and income level and the distribution of demands for an hypo
thetical change of one argument do not have the same support. When
for example the demand function satisfies the budget identity the sup
port of the distribution of f^{p,Pt+i,x) in.the commodity space is the
hyperplane {y E 5R+ | pTy = a:} while the support of the distribu
tion of f 0(jp,pet+l,{ 1 + A)x) in the commodity space is the hyperplane
{y E 9?+ | pTy — z (l + A)} which is parallel to the previous one with
a higher norm. Hence, we shall work with the budget share expendi
ture functions e^(p,p"+1,x) = pTf 0(p,pet+l,x ) /x in order to allow for the
comparison of density functions.
Consider for example the requirement that a flat density of the
parameter distribution is interpretable as a strong heterogeneity of the
demand function along the current price system.
The first condition on the parameterization allowing the above in
terpretation is in accordance with Postulate 1, and in particular, requires
that there is a very large number of type of reaction of the demand func
tion to a current price change. For a given (x, e)-subpopulation, one can
always associate to a given household another one who would have spent,
at the same income level and for the same expected price vector, the same
budget share on each commodity at a distinct current price system. To
be more specific we require that:
Whatever p,P (+1 G 3J+, x E 5ft+, 7 G T there exists Y E F such
for any (l + l)-dimensional vector A = (A 1;. . . , A/+i)T close to the nul
vector,
ey (p,P?+i,*) =

e ^ ilA P ^ t+ i,* )

(1)

This condition imposes a minor restriction in the sense that, if the class
of demand functions {er | 7 G T} is large, then 7' will not be determined
21
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In order for a small parameter mi to mean effectively a high hetero
geneity of the demand function (since this restriction affects only the
parameter distribution) we require the parameterization of demand to
satisfy assumptions below.

II eV {p,pet+1,x) - e7* {p,pet+1,x) ||= || e7(/Ap,K+1,x) - ey' {IAp, pew ,x) ||
carries over
where || e7 ||2= sup, qCeP supyeR+ || e<(q,qe,y) ||. Note that || . ||2 is a
norm of the space of budget share functions {e7 | 7 £ T}. Hence, this
second restriction affects the set of admissible functions of the subgroup.
Clearly, Eq.l and Eq.2 are fulfilled if the parameter space as well as
the class of budget share expenditure functions {e7 £| 7 £ T} are large
enough. It requires that for any current price system at a given expected
price vector and a given income there exists in a neighborhood of the
associated expenditure vector in the space of the budget share expen
diture functions a continuum of heterogeneous budget share functions
describing demands of other agents. Furthermore, demand functions are
distinct in a continuous way, where continuity is defined with respect
to the current price system. It follows from Eq.l and Eq.2 that given
p,pet+l,x one can define mappings rA from F onto T such that
eTAh)(p,Pt+i,x) = e7( /Ap,P(+1,x)
with t0(7 ) = 7 . In addition to A, r A might depend on p, p*+1 and x
despite the notation does not state it, but one should always keep in
mind this possible dependence. It seems to be a minor restrictions to
require that the rA be homeomorphisms from F onto T.
Note that 7 ' corresponds to 7 if e7 is invariant through the trans
formations under consideration, more precisely if the budget share ex
penditure functions are independent of the current price system. This
22
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uniquely. Furthermore, this assumption is specified more in terms of vec
tors on the commodity space than in terms of functions. It requires that
the class of demand vectors {e7(p,P(+1 ,x) £
| 7 € T} is large given
(p,Pt+1 , 2:). A high dispersion on the commodity space does not neces
sarily mean a high dispersion on the set of the budget share expenditure
functions. Hence, we additionally require that for 7 , 7 * £ T close to each
other the parameters , Y £ T with e7 (p,p‘+1,x) = e7 (/Ap,p^+1 ,x) and
e7* (p,pet+l,x) — e7*(I&p,p1+1,x) can be chosen in such a way that

A ssu m p tio n 15 1. For a given A < 0 the transformation t& is a
homeomorphism from T onto T. It holds r0(7 ) = 7 for all 7 € T.
Furthermore, t& and its inverse function rff1 are twice continuously
differentiable functions of (A, 7 ).
2. There exists a constant C > 0 such that || eTA^) —e7 ||2< C A forall
7 e r.
3. There is a 6 > 0 such that || eT^ T _ eTA(~t') ||2—1| e7 —e7 ||] holds
for all 7 , 7 * £ T with || 7 —7 * ||< 8.
The density function ip of the distribution of the parameters 7 in
duces a density function <p a of the distribution of the transformed pa
rameters 7 ' = 7a (7 ), where:
F a (7 ) = det(57rA1(7))-^(T'A1(7))
For flatness of to possess any connection with the idea of het
erogeneity of the demand function in accordance with Postulate 2, we
require another restriction on the parameterization of demand.
A “strong heterogeneity” defined by a flat distribution on the pa
rameter space T means highly heterogeneous demand functions with re
spect to the current price system, if the demand function is highly het
erogeneous in terms of its reaction to a current price change. Intuitivelly,
this should imply that for any small perturbations of the current price
system the density function <Pa is also flat- That is,
and </?a are of
a comparable degree of heterogeneity. We require that an interpretable
parameterization reflects this fact. More precisely, there exists a constant
23
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feature characterized Cobb-Douglas demand functions. Therefore, the
above assumption holds when the set of demand functions is any small
subset of the class of Cobb-Douglas demand functions. Hence, we add
the restriction that whatever 7 , 7 * £ T with 7 ^ 7 * then e7 e7 . To
conclude we require that the class of admissible demand functions in
duced by the parameterization is large enough to be compatible with the
following regularity conditions:

ch(ip) > h(ipA )
Under this condition small values of h(ip) imply small values of h(tpA).
It is easy to show (see Appendix A.l) that this property is implied by
the assumption
A ssum ption 16 The functions dlrrA1(7 ) Vr are bounded, furthermore.
dyrdet(dyTAl (j)) |A=o=0
To prove our main result we need indeed a slightly different assumption:
A ssum ption 17 The functions cIa ^

a

M Vr are bounded, furthermore,

dArdet(dyT^( 7 )) |A=o= 0
This assumption implies the very interesting property that
P ro p e rty 1 There exists q > 0 such that
qh(<p) > J I 5a ^

a (7)

I d l = h*(ip)

This property formalizes the intuition when the density function of the
parameter distribution is flat, that is h(ip) is small, then the density <pA
is not highly affected by a small variation of A. If h(cp, x p) is close to
zero then h*(<p, <px p) is as well close to zero. Furthermore, Kneip shows
that Assumption 17 follows from previous assumptions if the model is
interpretable in the sense that the heterogeneity of the parameter distri
bution represents heterogeneity of the distribution of demand functions.
More precisely, the structure of the prameter space T reflects the struc
ture of the set of budget share functions {eT I 7 G T}, ip(7 ) describes the
probability structure of small neighborhoods of e7 in the set of demand
functions {e7 | 7 G T}. Formally, there exists a function A : 3J+ i-> 5R+
with A(<5) t-4- 0 when 5 1— 0 such that
►
o
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c < oo such that for every sufficiently small A

tT(e7) = {e G {e7 I 7 G T} HI e7 - e ||2< 6}.

If ip is very flat, then this condition implies that for very different
functions e and e* functions from a neighborhood Uf,(e) are approxi
mately equally likely as functions from a neighborhood Us(e*).
For a flat distribution on the parameter space T to imply a high
dispersion of the demand function along the expected price vector or
along income the restrictions required on the parameterization of de
mand are symmetrical. Note that when the dispersion along income is
concerned the vector of perturbations A is reduced to one parameter,
since income is a one-dimensional variable. If the parameterization sat
isfies the restrictions 15 and 17 for all arguments of the demand function
then a flat density function of the parameter space is interpretable as a
strong heterogeneity of the demand function along any of its arguments.
Hence all “dimensions” of the demand function are considered and, intuitivelly, the resulting heterogeneity gets closer to the one stipulated
in Postulates 1 and 2. Nevertheless, to get the equivalence with the
two postulates stronger restrictions are clearly required. To make this
slightly more precise, one can observe that the previous restrictions are
formalized in terms of the reaction of the demand function to a variation
of one of its arguments that is in terms of partial derivatives which are
not enough to specify a function. To define heterogeneity in terms of the
functions themselves global derivatives and derivatives of higher levels
should be also considered.
What is at stake is not to define a theoretical concept of heterogene
ity for art sake but to generate propositions capable of empirical refuta
tions. Incidently, it is relevant to analyse heterogeneity of the demand
function in terms of the resulting observable dispersion of the demand
vector on the commodity space. Furthermore, it is very important to
distinguish heterogeneity of the function along one or the other of its
arguments, since the heterogeneity along one direction might have more
realistic implications than when apprehended along another direction.
25
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for any 7 belonging to the interior of T, where 7 are considered as the
realizations of a random variable c which possesses the density <p and

To make explicit the distinct “dimensions” of the heterogeneity of
the demand function we introduce a further notation. When the param
eterization is restricted to allow for the interpretation of a flat density
<f as a strong heterogeneity of the demand function along income, we
denote as m \ x > 0 the upper bound of
h*Up,<j> x p) -

JBxn

I dAripA h ) I <j>(e)p(uj)dj3du < m lx

where A is any small perturbation of income. Under the assumptions 15
and 17, m la. can be interpreted as a degree of heterogeneity of the de
mand function along income. As ml a. converges towards zero the demand
function is more heterogeneous in terms of its reaction to a variation of
income. We denote symmetrically m \ p, m itP_1 and m\ pe as the degrees
of heterogeneity of the demand function along, respectively, the current
price system, last period prices and the vector of expected prices. As
established in Property 1 requiring a small m\ is a stronger assump
tion than requiring a strong heterogeneity along one specific direction by
stipulating a small parameter m ij for j € { p ,p -i,p e,x}.
R em ark 4 Note that, under the assumption of homogeneity of the de
mand function with respect to (pt,pet+vx) (respectively with respect to
(pt-i,P t,P t,x) for old households),'if the demand function is heteroge
neous along the expected price vector and the current price system (resp.
26
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As an example, Kneip (1993) shows that a high enough degree of hetero
geneity of the demand function along income, in tendency, ensures the
positive semidefiniteness of the agggregate matrix of income effect. This
property, which is equivalent to the assumption of Hildenbrand (1994)
of increasing spread of household demand, is well supported by empir
ical data (see e.g. Hildenbrand (1994) and Kneip(1993)). By opposite,
a strong heterogeneity of the demand function along the current price
system, in tendency, (when demand is defined as a function of the cur
rent prices and income) has the unrealistic implication that the Jacobian
matrix of market demand is almost diagonal with negative entries, this
means that markets are perceived as separate at the aggregate.

To define heterogeneity of the expectations function along its ar
guments, we transpose the previous definition of heterogeneity, in terms
of the demand function introduced by Kneip (1993), to the case of the
expectations function. Again, a strong heterogeneity is formalized by
a flat distribution of the parameter e in tendency. We require enough
regularity of the density function (j) to allow for the interpretation of a
flat density of the parameter distribution as a strong heterogeneity of the
expectations function along one or the other of its arguments.
A ssu m p tio n 18 There exists a finite parameter m 2 > 0 such that
h(<fi,tp x p) = max /
| dei<j>(e) \ ip(/y)p(u;)ded'yduj < m 2
•=i...UBxQ
m 2 is a measure of heterogeneity of the expectations function in tendency
as m 2 converges towards zero the expectations function is more hetero
geneous. Again, to ensure that the structure of the parameter space
reflects in some sense the structure of the set of expectations functions
{ip€ | e G £} we impose some restrictions on the parameterization.
Before going any further note that, for conceptual consistency, we
should restrict the degree of heterogeneity of the expectations function.
In the sequel, we shall be concerned with the evolution of temporary equi
libria. More precisely, we shall focus on the local asymptotic stability of
stationary temporary equilibria. The notion of such an equilibrium yields
the natural assumption of stationarity of expectations (assumption 5).
This means that if the household has always observed the price p in past
periods it should expect p to be also the future price. For non station
ary prices, that is for any sequence of past prices wrhere the equalities
p_x = ... — p_T = p do not hold simultaneously, we require a high
dispersion of the expectations function along each of its arguments.
Consider, for example, the requirement that the expectations func
tion is highly heterogeneous along the current price system. This re
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along pt- 1 , Pt and pi) it is in addition heterogeneous along the income
level, for the proof see Appendix A.2.

Whatever .s £ P T+1, where (p —
= ... = p_T) does not hold,
and whatever e £ £, for any (l + l)-dimensional vector A close to the nul
vector there exist e' £ £ such that
iI>‘'(P,P- i ,- -- ,P - t )

= ipe(IAp , P - i ,...,p - T)

(3)

This condition implies a high heterogeneity of the expectations function
near any stationary price. For example, its heterogeneity along the cur
rent price system is such that:
Whatever p £ P and e £ £, for any (/ + l)-dimensibnal vectors
A ^ O and A' ^ 0 close to the nul vector there exist £ £ £
such that
# ' (JA'P, P , . . . , p ) = # ( W a M r - , p )
This condition imposes a minor restriction in the sense that, if the
class of expectations functions {ipe | e £ £} is large, then e' will not be
determined uniquely. Furthermore, this condition is specified more in
terms of vectors on the price set than in terms of functions. It requires
that the class of demand vectors {ipe(s) £ P \ e £ £} is large given s.
Again, a high dispersion on the price set does not necessarily mean a high
dispersion on the set of the expectations functions. Hence, we addition
ally require that for e, e* £ £ close to each other the parameters e', e*' £ £
with ipe'(s) = ipe(I&p,p~i, ■■■,Pt-T) and ipe' (s) = ipe'{ IAp,p_u .... ,p_T)
can be chosen in such a way that

II ipe'(s) -

(s) ||= || tpe(IAp ,p - U . . . , p - T) - ipe\ l Ap ,p - x ,...,p - T) II

carries over

II i>(' - rpe' ||2=|| v>£- ipe' h

(4)

where ||
||2 = sup9€PT+i || ^ ( q) II • Note that || . ||2 is a norm of the
space of expectations functions {d’fr | e £ £}■ Hence, this second restric
tion affects the set of admissible functions of the subgroup. Clearly, Eq.3
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quirement is in accordance with Postulate 1, in the sense that there is
a very large number of admissible reactions of the expectations function
to a current price change, if the parameterization of the expectations
function satisfies:

with r 0(e) = e. In addition to A, rA might depend on s despite the
notation does not state it. One should always keep in mind this possible
dependence. It seems to be a minor restrictions to require that the r A
be homeomorphisms from £ onto £.
Note that ta (€) corresponds to e if
is invariant through the
transformations under consideration, more precisely if expectations are
independent of the current price system. As a consequence, we require
that, whatever e,e* € £ with e ^ e* then rpe ^ ■ipe*. To conclude we
require that the class of admissible expectations functions induced by
the parameterization is large enough to be compatible with the following
regularity conditions:
A ssu m p tio n 19 1. For a given A < 0 the transformation rA is a
homeomorphism from £ onto £. It holds To(e) = e for all e £ £.
Furthermore, rA and its inverse function
are twice continuously
differentiable functions of (A, e).
2. There exists a constant C > 0 such that || ipT^
ee£.

—xpc ||2< C A forall

3. There is a i5 > 0 such that ||
—V'TA(f) ||2= ||
for all e, e* £ £ with || e —e* ||< 6.

—

lb holds

The density function <p of the" distribution of the parameters e in
duces a density function 0A of the distribution of the transformed pa29
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and Eq.4 are fulfilled if the parameter space £ as well as the class of
expectations functions {xpe £| e £ £} are large enough. It requires that
for any current price system at given past price systems there exists in
a neighborhood of the associated expected price vector in the space of
expectations functions a continuum of heterogeneous expectations func
tions describing the learning process of other households. Furthermore,
expectations functions are distinct in a continuous way. where continuity
is defined with respect to the current price system. It follows from Eq.3
and Eq.4 that given s one can define mappings 7~a from £ onto £ such
that
^ ta(£)(s ) = e7 (/Ap,p_ 1, • • • iP -r)

<pA(e) = det (derA1(e)).d>(rA1(e))
Again, for flatness of <j>to possess any connection with the idea of
heterogeneity of expectations function in accordance with Postulate 2.
we require another restriction on the parameterization of demand. A
“strong heterogeneity” defined by a flat distribution on the parameter
space £ means highly heterogeneous demand functions with respect to
the current price system, if the demand function is highly heterogeneous
in terms of its reaction to a current price change. This will be true if
the structure of ip give information on whether the distribution of budget
share functions is concentrated at some particular ipc. The interpretable
parameterization reflects the fact that <f and <f>A are of comparable degree
of heterogeneity. More precisely, there exists a constant c < oo such that
for every sufficiently small A
ch{<j>) > h(<f>a )
This property is implied by the following assumption
A ssum ption 20 The functions dCrTf^(e) Vr are hounded, furthermore,
der det(deTA1(e)) |A=0= 0
To prove our main result we need indeed a slightly different assumption:
A ssum ption 21 The functions dArr ^ 1(7 ) Vr are bounded, furthermore,

dArdet(deTA1(e)) |A=0= 0
This assumption implies the determinant property that
P ro p e rty 2 There exists q > 0 such that
qh(<t>) > J£ I dAr<t>A(e) I de = h*(<j>)
30
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r a m e t e r s e' = r A (e ), w h e r e :

For a flat density of the parameter distribution to yield a high
heterogeneity of the expectations function along past price systems the
restrictions required on the parameterization of expectations are sym
metrical. Again, to distinguish the different dimensions of heterogeneity
of the expectations function we introduce a further notation. When the
parameterization is restricted to allow for the interpretation of a flat den
sity ip as a strong heterogeneity of the expectations function along the
price system pt- j j = 0, 1 , . . . ,T + 1 , we denote as m 2[t-j > 0 the upper
bound of
h*(<j>,<p x rho) = /

| 3a>

a («)

I tp(y)p(u)d/3du) < m 2,t- j

JBxCl

where A denotes any small perturbation of the price system pt- }. Under
the assumptions 19 and 21, m2:t-j can be interpreted as a degree of
heterogeneity of the expectations function along the price system Pt-jAs m2 i-j converges towards zero the expectations function becomes more
heterogeneous in terms of its reaction to a variation oi pt-j.

1.3

H e te r o g e n e ity an d A g g r eg a te L earn in g P r o c ess

Consider a function describing households’ characteristics. If it is highly
dispersed in the population along its k-th argument, then intuitivelly the
aggregate function must be less sensitive to the k-th argument. Effec
tively, negative individual impacts will compensate positive individual
impacts, since they are almost equally likely, in such a way that the ag
gregate impact is negligible. The purpose of this subsection is to prove
this result when applied to the expectations function and to the depen
dence of the demand function on the expected price vector.
We shall first make some remarks about the learning process. It is
worth while noting that, as observed by Grandmont and Laroque (1991),
31
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Again, this property formalizes the intuition that when the density func
tion of the parameter distribution is flat, that is h(<j>) is small, then the
density <Pa is not highly affected by a small variation of A. If ft(y. o x p)
is close to zero then h*(<p, <j>x p) is as well close to zero.

Indeed, our assumption of heterogeneity, that is a high dispersion of
the expectations function with respect to all its arguments, implies that
the aggregate parameters Cj = J£ Cj(py(e)de and Dj — J£ D*-cp0{e)de Vj
are small. That is, at any stationary price the mean expectation mapping
is almost not affected by a small change of one of its argument. This
restricts the modulus of the eigenvalues of the mean learning process.
Consider, for example, the derivative of the mean expectation mapping
with respect to the current price system evaluated at (I&>p,p,... ,p),
where A' is a (l -I- l)-dimensional vector close to the nul vector.
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the expectations functions considered in the present analysis are a for
mulation compatible with a specification where a household has a set of a
priori beliefs about the dynamics of his environment indexed for instance
by a vector of unknown parameters. The household revises in each pe
riod its estimate of the unknown parameters, in view of the past data,
by using statistical techniques and use the model corresponding to the
new estimates to form expectations. For predictions obtained by OLS
regressions during the learning period, see, for example, Fourgeaud et al.
(1986) in a rational expectations model or Brousseau and Kirman (1991)
in a model of game theory. As suggested by Grandmont and Laroque
(1990) the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of dip* reflect the prior beliefs of
the household. They describe the local regularities that households are
able to recognize from past history near the stationary state. If the stor
age memory T is large the eigenvalues can be distributed on the complex
plane so as to approximate any distribution with a continuous density,
which we interpret as the households’ prior. Thus, there is no reason
to exclude a priori that the expectations function ip puts some positive
weight on eigenvalues that are of specific value. However, restricting
the set of admissible eigenvalue is less demanding when the mean ex
pectations function is concerned. Effectively, the relative weight of the
subgroup of households giving a positive probability to eigenvalues with,
for example, a high modulus can be nul, so that none of the eigenvalue
of the mean expectations function is of high modulus.

, I AI A’P ,... ,p)V ~l <t>{e)de |A=0

= J^{p, • • •,

• • • ,p)V~l dA(pA{e)de) |A=o

= f £ ^{p-,---,lA'P,----,p)'P~l dA<j)A{e) |A=0 de \/k
where V is the diagonal matrix with the vector p on the diagonal. Thus
integrating over the whole set of households' characteristics 6
II dPt_k /

JB x U

ipe{p, . . . , IA’p, . . . ,p)(t>(e)ip('',)p{u:)dedyda,' ||

< lq2m2,t-k II Ipe( p ,..., I Ap, ■.., p)V ~l II

VTr

By assumption, the partial derivatives of the mean expectations function
are continuous. Hence,
lim dPt_k / iP€{Ia 'P,P, ■■■,p)<f>{e)de = dp, / xl’e(p ,... ,p)cj>(e)de Vk
^ 10
1/^
J£
and consequently,
|| Ck || = || dPt_k /

J£ x Q

ipc(p, ...,p)<f>(e)<p(y)p(u)dedydu) ||< lq2m 2,t-k

VA-

The norm of the Jacobian matrix d f BxQipede becomes negligible when
h(<fi,<p x p) is close to zero.
Note that this “insensitivity” of the mean expectations function is
obtained through aggregation by heterogeneity. Nevertheless, the Jaco
bian matrix of a household expectations function is allowed to be any
matrix. According to a well known result of dynamic theory if all eigen
values of the Jacobian matrix of the learning process are of modulus
lower than one (respectivelly higher than one) then the learning process
described by
is stable (respectivelly unstable), Ve 6 £. This means, as
6The (n X n) matrix norm consider in this paper is the row sum norm, that is the
norm of a matrix A is given by the formula:
n

I! A 11= max E I ajk |
i<J<"“
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= dA

However, the requirement that expectations are stationary leads
to restrict the degree of heterogeneity. Furthermore, note that we can
extend the assumption of stationarity of expectations to the extrapola
tion of any periodic orbit. Assuming perfect foresight along any possi
ble sequence of temporary equilibria amounts to postulating that each
trader knows beforehand the structural characteristics of the economy.
In a decentralized economy such an information is typically not available.
Households know that the economy may converge to a stationary state,
or more generally to a periodic orbit, however they do not know precisely
where these orbits may lie. Therefore, they try to extract from the past
data such possible regularities and extrapolate them. If, for example,
prices correspond to a sequence st that has period k, i.e. pt_j = pt-j-k
Vj, then any household will extrapolate this regularity.
Vey e £ y

Ve0 € £o

i p e> { p t , . . . , p t - T )

1p e° { p t - l , . - - , P

t-T -l)

=

p t+ h-nk

=

P t-l+h-nk

for all n such that 1 < nk — h ^ T. Of course, this assumption is con
sistent if and only if k < T. This assumption is a generalization of the
stationarity assumption previously introduced. It implies some restric
tions on the derivatives of the expectations functions. More precisely,
one can prove the following lemma (see Grandmont and Laroque, 1990):
L em m a 1 Assume that the expectations functions satisfy Eq.5 Vc £ £.
Then
t q \ ~ j = \i,
j=o
T +1
£ D) A1- ; = AI,
3=1
for every A = e 2^ 1 and d = 1 ,..., k.
34
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proved in Appendix A.12, that, at the household level, the learning pro
cess may be unstable (its Jacobian matrix may have a norm higher than
one) while heterogeneity through aggregation leads to a stable aggregate
learning process, as long as X)J=o l?2m2;t-j < 1 (its Jacobian matrix has
a norm lower than the unity).

T

Eq -

j =0
T+l
E °i
3=1

h

=

The above lemma implies as well that all k-th roots of unity are roots
of the polynomials corresponding to the expectations functions, that is
zT+l —Ej=o C'j2r_J = 0 (for
or zT+1 —
D (jZT+x~j = 0 (for ^ e<>)
for all € € £. Thus, the degrees of heterogeneity of the expectations func
tion m i t-kt where || Ck ||< /gr277^2;<— are restricted such that the param
eters Ck satisfy as well the inequalities of Lemma 1. This implies that the
aggregate learning process may be unstable. If, for example, households
extrapolate a stationary price it holds
thus X* || C* ||> 1
which implies that Xjfc=o W2m 2-,t-k > 1 , that is the sufficient condition
for the stability of the mean learning process does not hold. Hence, as
far as the expectations function is concerned we cannot consider an ex
treme degree of heterogeneity, since the parameters
are bounded
away from zero. The highest dispersion allowed, when 7n 2;(_j = m 2 Vj,
is described by the smallest parameter in accordance with the stationarity requirement, that is m 2 = (f+i)iq2 >
However, we shall show
that this restricted heterogeneity of the expectations function combined
with an assumption of heterogeneity of the demand function ensures the
stability of the dynamics of temporary equilibria with learning. Stability
of the dynamics with learning is compatible with the instability of the
aggregate learning process.
To conclude this section, we observe that the insensitivity of the
mean expectations function obtained at the aggregate through hetero
geneity may be reinforced by a symmetrical insensitivity of the aggre
gate demand function to a variation of the expected price vector. The
global impact on market demand of a variation of expectations induced
by a price change, more precisely the absolute value of the expression
II Is dp'f^dpt-j',Ped1/ II Vj € { 0 .... ,T} becomes very small when the de
35
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Applying this lemma to the stationary state, that is for k = 1, we get

By assumption the set of households’ characteristics is bounded,
hence under the mean value theorem, there exists a household described
by (/?„,<*)„) such that
L o dP u J 0dP,-r^d^y = dp't+J 0* \i=pT*v J

JBxQ

JBxQ

dPt_r^ d v y

Denote / f = | T , k P i P k d p' +i t / f v | and f y = max, f f . f ° is defined symmet
rically. In the same way there exists an expectations function described
by e such that, whatever r = 1 ,..., T:

Denote $[.,• = | Yjkdp,_r,t ^ | and ipy - m ax,-^;j. rp°+1 is defined sym
metrically. We state the following lemma:
L em m a 2 (i) Under assumptions 12 and 13 there exists a positive con
stant k such that:

|| [

dp' P d Pt_Tipedvy+ f

JBxQ

dp'P d Pt_ril)(dv0 ||< kh(p,<t>xp) < kqxmx

JBxQ

(ii) and there exists a positive constant k' such that

|| [ dpe p d p,_ril>edvy+ [
dp' f ydpt_ripedu0 ||< k’ h(<j),<pxp) < k’ q2m2
JBxU 1+1
Jbx U 1
forall r = 1 ,..., T
This means that as the degree of heterogeneity of demand behaviour
along any price system increases market demand becomes less sensitive
to a variation of expectations induced by a change of the current prices or
by a change of any past prices. The heterogeneity of demand behaviour is
induced by the heterogeneity of the demand function (along the expected
price vector) or/and by the heterogeneity of the expectations function
(along current prices and past prices).
36
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grees of heterogeneity increase, that is when mj or m 2 converges towards
zero.

where
, . . . , p _ j are given but arbitrary conditions. The set of ex
pectations functions is also time dependent, denote its corresponding
parameter set £t. The Lemma 2 remains valid under the heterogene
ity requirement that the time dependent distribution of expectations is
sufficiently heterogeneous in each period.
It would be an interesting topic for future research to study whether
the formulation in the text fot T large is a good approximation of the
case where households have time-dependent expectations functions, when
the functions ipl do not change much eventually (in a sense to be made
precise) as t goes to +oo. The idea of the answer might be that such an
approximation is legitimate at the aggregate (for the mean expectations
function) under the heterogeneity requirement that the time-dependent
expectations function is highly dispersed along each of its arguments in
each period. Intuitivelly, the far distant past observations have a small
influence on current forecasts which may even vanishes at the aggregate
under heterogeneity, according to Lemma 2.
R e m a rk 6 One may argue that heterogeneity of the expectations func
tion should be defined in terms of normalized expected prices. Effectively,
two distinct expected price vectors whose projections on the space of nor
malized prices 5?+ x S are identical lead to the same vector of demands,
according to our concept of demand (see assumptions 1 and 2). Hence,
some dimension of the heterogeneity of expected prices in ?R;++ allows for
non heterogeneous demand behaviours. However, it is easy to reformulate
the definition of heterogeneity taking into account the price normaliza
tion. Denote ip*e the projection of «/>f on 5ft+ x S. The new definition of
heterogeneity is obtained by sustituting in the previous assumptions ip(
by ip*i . The conlusions are not affected by such a consideration. Thus,
we shall keep the previous formalization which is independent of the price
normalization.
37
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R e m a rk 5 Assume now that households have an unlimited memory so
that their learning process is described by a time dependent function of
the type:
Ve p\+l = ipet(pu . . . , p 0;p -1, . . . , p - T)

Structure of Market Short-Run Demand
and Short-Run Stability from Heterogene
ity

2.1

H e te r o g e n e ity and M o n o to n ic ity o f S h o rt-R u n
M ark et D em a n d

The purpose of this section is to underline that the result of Kneip for
exogeneous expectations and for exogeneous incomes can be extended to
endogeneous expectations, since the only property of household demand
function it requires is its continuity and differentiability with respect
to (p, x) which is not a more demanding assumption when expectations
are endogeneous. Clearly, the assumption of heterogeneity considered by
Kneip, that is a high dispersion of the demand function (when it includes
the expectations function) along the current price system is implied by a
high dispersion of the demand function along the current price vector and
the vector of expected prices, and but not necessarily, by a high dispersion
of the expectations function along the current price system. We state,
here, a more specific result in the sense that heterogeneity of the demand
function along its arguments (including the vector of expected prices)
and the heterogeneity of the expectations function itself are explicitely
distinguished. Let us introduce the desirability assumption:
A ssum ption 22 Whatever the commodity h we have, PhFh > ex.
Note that this assumption implies the two desirability assumptions 7 and
10.

T heorem 1 Assume assumptions 1 through I f and 18.
(i) If assumptions 15 and 17 hold for the current price system and
the vector of expected prices then a high enough degree of heterogeneity
of the parameter distribution on T, interpreted as a high enough het
erogeneity in tendency of the demand function along the current price
38
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2

ex
<

-------------------------------------------------------- = —

3i*( •^max "b lXy max^o)
where x m&x = maxw&q PToj and xymax = maxtUypTujy, then the Jacobian
matrix of market demand is diagonal dominant with negative entries, for
exogeneous incomes.
(ii) If furthermore, assumptions 19 and 17 hold for the price system
of any period, then the monotonicity of market demand is as well ensured
by the inequality
ex
lxmAXq\mi
l2fy
The required degree of heterogeneity in tendency of the demand function
to get monotonicity of market demand decreases with the increasing het
erogeneity in tendency of the expectations function in the subgroup.
The first part of the theorem is directly implied by Kneip’s re
sult which states that for exogeneous expectations and exogeneous in
come when household demand is highly dispersed along the current price
system market demand is monotone. Effectively, while expectations do
matter at the household level, when household demand is highly het
erogeneous along the expected price vector, aggregation tends to reduce
the impact of a variation of expectations on demand. At the limit, mar
ket demand behaves as if the mean expectations were exogeneous. An
other way to deduce the theorem from Kneip’s result is to argue that
the demand function he considers implicitely includes the expectations
function. Hence, the heterogeneity of the demand function he retains,
that is its high dispersion along the current price system is induced by
a high dispersion of the demand function (for fixed expectations) along
the vector of expected prices.
The monotonicity of market demand can be ensured by the only
heterogeneity of household demand along the price vector and along the
39
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system and along the expected price system, ensures the monotonicity of
market demand for exogeneous incomes. More precisely, if the degree of
heterogeneity mi satisfies the inequality

Symmetrically, the dispersion of household demand with respect
to the income level restricts the behaviour of market demand after a
variation of income. Under the assumption that uncertainty lies only on
the future price vector, a variation of income does not affect expectations.
As a consequence the second result of Kneip is still valid, the assumption
of a high dispersion of household demand along the income level still
ensures that the aggregate matrix of income effect is positive semidefinite.
The proof is not repeated since it is not affected by the endogeneity of
expectations.

2.2

H e te r o g e n e ity and N e g a tiv e S e m id efin iten ess o f
th e A g g r eg a te S lu tsk y S u b s titu tio n E ffect

In the multiperiod framework, there are no a priori reasons why the Slut
sky substitution effect of the short-run demand should be negative in all
circumstances. The current demand depends on current prices and cur
rent income, as well as on expected future prices. If these expectations
were exogeneous, that is to say, if they do not depend on current prices,
40
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expected price vector whatever the shape of the expectations functions
(as long as the Jacobian of the mean expectations function
has a
bounded norm). However, the second part of the theorem states that
heterogeneity of expectations helps to get the desired result. Note that
to ensure the natural assumption of stationarity of expectations at any
stationary temporary equilibrium, we have to restrict, as proved previ
ously, the degree of heterogeneity such that Z)J=o l<l2m 2\t-k > 1- Hence,
as long as households have a positive memory storage and the economy
is assumed to be in equilibrium where households observe price regulari
ties, expectations have to satisfy some consistency requirement and their
degree of heterogeneity is reduced. This sheds light on the role of the
heterogeneity of expectations and shows that one can get monotonicity
of market demand without requiring an excessively high degree of het
erogeneity of the demand function as long as the heterogeneity of the
expectations function is non negligible.

However, a consequence of Theorem 1 and of Kneip’s result regard
ing the heterogeneity of the demand function along the income level is
that if the demand function is highly dispersed along the any of its ar
guments the matrix of substitution effects S is negative definite. At the
limit (for qiirii — 0 and a parameterization of demand which satisfies
assumptions 15 and 17 for small perturbations of p , pe and x the matrix
V (S + S T)V is equal to
( e ? (p ,x )

°

^

ef { p , x )

)

J/B x Q -

<

+

2

f

JBxÇl

o

r]({3)d/3p(x)dx

xel3(p,x)el3(p,x)Tr](P)df3p(x)dx

By continuity for m\ close to zero the matrix V (S + S T)V is close to
the above matrix. As a result a sufficient condition for S to be negative
definite, when mi is close to zero, is that
1 . the demand satisfies the budget identity, or that

2. / Bxne f ( l- 5 Z '=1 e|(p,.r))d/x > 0
Vi G { 1 ,...,/} . This condition
is interpreted as the requirement that on average households save.
Since the model incorporates the market of money the assumption of the
budget identity holding in each period, is not restrictive'. By the way,
the following theorem holds:
7When working with preferences one has just to assume the monotonicity of
preferences.
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then one can show that the assumption of temporal utility maximisa
tion implies that the Slutsky substitution matrix is negative semidefinite.
But, typically, the expectations on future prices depend on current prices.
In this case the assumption of temporal utility maximisation alone does
not imply a non-positive Slutsky substitution effect. As long as one does
not formulate specific assumption on the formation of expectations, the
assumption of temporal utility maximization does not imply any useful
property of the short-run demand function.

Hence, rational aggregate behaviour is the consequence of a behavioural
heterogeneity and a high endowment variation in the subgroup.
The assumption of a high dispersion in tendency of household de
mand along the current price system and along the expected price vector
is a strong assumption; it implies that the Jacobian matrix of market
demand is almost diagonal. It means that, at the limit (for mi = 0),
markets are perceived at the aggregate as separate, on a given market
only the own price affects demand. Nevertheless, this assumption can be
avoided as proved below.
A simple way to avoid this assumption is to assume that the de
mand function is highly dispersed in tendency along the expected price
vector (the parameter m\ is small for a parameterization of demand which
satisfies assumptions 15 and 17 for small variations of the expected price
vector) and to introduce the requirement that:
A ssum ption 23 The matrix of Slutsky substitution effects for fixed ex
pectations is negative definite.
This assumption is, for example, the outcome of the standard assumption
of utility maximization under budget constraint when preferences are
strictly monotone. Decompose the matrix of substitution effects of the
subgroup Su between the effect for fixed expectations S '/ and the effect
due to the variation of expectations S /'.
SV = S / + S /-

S '/ is negative definite by assumption. The matrix § / ' corresponds to
the Jacobian matrix of demand resulting from a price change affecting
42
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T h eo rem 2 Assume assumptions 1 through 14 and 18. Under assump
tions 15 and 17 holding for any argument of the demand function, a flat
density of the parameter distribution formalized by a small parameter
m i, interpretable as high heterogneity in tendency of the demand func
tion along each of its arguments, yields a matrix of substitution effect
S(p) negative definite.

2.3

U n iq u e n e ss and S ta b ility o f S h o rt-ru n E q u ilib 
ria
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demand through expectations J j'', since at any date there is no uncer
tainty about the current income, and thereby a price variation does not
affect income through expectations. According to the previous analysis
is close to zero when market demand is highly dispersed in tendency
along the expected price vector, as long as the Jacobian matrix of the
mean expectations function described by I is bounded (see Lemma 2).
Note that the required degree of heterogeneity of the demand function
with respect to the expected price vector decreases as the degree of het
erogeneity of the expectations function increases.

The previous results can be applied to study the uniqueness and short-run
stability of the equilibrium of a pure exchange economy. They imply that
a high heterogeneity of household demand in average over the endowment
distribution yields the monotonicity of market demand on the hyperplane
H(Q) = {y e 5R' | yTu>— 0}, which is a determinant property. The main
hurdle to the monotonicity of market demand in an exchange economy
is that the income is no longer exogeneous but equal to the product of
the current price system and the vector of initial endowments. As a
result, the income effect after a price change includes now the variation
of demand induced by the variation of the nominal income. However, it
was shown (see Maret, 1993) that a high dispersion of household demand
along the income level implies that this extra component of the Jacobian
matrix of market demand almost disappears. This result remains valid
in the model incorporating expectations without any further assumption
since income does not enter in the learning process. Combining this result
with the previous analysis yields the conclusions that: •

• For a high dispersion in tendency of the demand function along each
of its arguments (including the vector of expected prices) the market
demand of the pure exchange'economy is monotone on the hyper
plane H(Q), where the required degree of heterogeneity decreases as
43

• Under the requirement that the aggregate matrix of substitution
effect for exogeneous expectations is negative definite a high hetero
geneity in tendency of the demand functuion along the income level
and along the vector of expected prices yields a monotone market
demand on the hyperplane H(iD).
It is a well known result (see for example Qhah, 1993) that this restricted
monotonicity property of market demand ensures the uniqueness of the
equilibrium and its stability for the standard tâtonnement processes de
scribed by:
(I)
dtpi = otiZi
with a,- > 0 for i — 1 , . . . , l, or
(II)

dtpi = PiPiZi

with Pi > 0 for i = 1 , . . . , /.
The aggregate structure obtained through heterogeneity by aggre
gation ensures as well short-run stability for any tâtonnement process
described by
(II I)
dtpi = Gi(Zi(p))
where G, is a sign preserving function of Zl with G,(0) = 0 and dif
ferentiable with G\ > 0. However this result is obtained only for price
normalizations which preserve the mean income or under the restrictive
assumption of colinearity of initial endowments. This is not totally sat
isfactory, since once such restrictions are not required, the income effect
induced by changes in the relative income distribution are shown to be
worse enough to destroy any nice structure of market demand. This is
true even in very specific cases like for example when households are
assumed to have homothetic preferences, where excess demand is mono
tone for fixed income. Nevertheless, the main factor of instability is the
direct dependence of income on prices due to the unrealistic definition
of income as the nominal value of'households initial endowments eval
uated at the current price system. An answer to the stability question
44
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the degree of heterogeneity of the expectations function increases in
tendency.

3

Dynamics of a Sequence of Temporary
Equilibria

This gives some answers to short-run stability, we shall focus now on the
stability issue as defined by the sequence of short-run equilibria. In the
first subsection, we reintroduce the price dependence of income, that is
income is determined by the scalar product of the current price system
and the vector of initial endowments in non storable commodities. We
show that the assumption that the demand function is highly hetero
geneous in tendency with respect to all its arguments ensures the local
asymptotic stability of the sequence of stationary equilibria. Further
more, the required degree of heterogeneity of demand decreases as the
heterogeneity of the expectations function increases in tendency. Never
theless, the heterogeneity of expectations cannot eliminate any feature of
instability in the model, despite there exist cases where the heterogeneity
of expectations stabilizes the dynamical system. In the second subsec
tion the one-period time-lag in the income determination is reintroduced.
This ensures more stability in the short-run. Furthermore, heterogeneity
is still proved to give enough structure to market demand to ensure the
local asymptotic stability of stationary temporary equilibria.
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for any tâtonnement procedure of type (III) is, thereby, to keep the pre
vious assumption of heterogeneity and to introduce a one-period lag in
the income determination. In such a framework income is defined by the
product of the vector of initial endowments times the price system of
last period, thereby, it is independent of current endogeneous variables.
Since a high dispersion in tendency of demand along the current price
system and along the expected price system (which can be substituted
by a high dispersion in tendency of the demand function along the in
come level and the expected price system and by Assumption 23) ensures
the monotonicity of market demand for fixed income, it ensures the local
asymptotic stability of the unique temporary equilibrium in each period,
given past prices.

Qt

*■(«<-1)
Pt-1

qt-1

(

q t-r -1

6)

P t-r -i

=

(qt, . . . , qt-r) defines the new price vectors induced by s(_i. Clearly s is
a fixed point of this dynamical system.
In the sequel, we shall consider a map h which coincides with g
on P and has a zero derivative along some direction transversal to P:
thus if the Jacobian of h has its eigenvalues smaller than one, so has the
Jacobian of g.
Denote Z the aggregate excess demand function. We first intro
duce the map H obtained by substituting the total monetary stock —M
to JB xnfiiP tP -i,z , V’Li(s-i))di'o in Z , we then solve inp, H(s) — 0, and
we get h by substituting n in Eq .6 by the new expression of pt. Denote
H the reduced matrix deduced from the matrix H by deleting the last
row and the last column. Denote H„ the Jacobian of H with respect to
the price system p_u for u = 1 ,... ,T + 1 at point s. Stability of a long
run equilibrium and convergence to self-fulfilling expectations depend in
a complex manner on the interaction between the fundamental dynamics
of the economy and the learning process of households. In our determin
istic framework, a temporary equilibrium depends at each date on the
last period price system pt- \ and on the forecasts made by the house
holds at the current and last periods. The precise way in which these
variables determine pt depends upon the “fundamental” characteristics
of the households (tastes, endowments, demographic structure,...) . The
relation that links the current temporary equilibrium state to past states
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The state of the economy is described at any date by the price
vector pt . The local dynamics of our model is defined by the map g
from the open neighbourhood of a stationary equilibrium U(s), where
s — (p,... ,p) and p E W , to the set of prices such that the assumptions
of the first subsection hold, and is given by the equations, st = g(st-i)
where g is a map from P T+2 onto P T+2, or more precisely there exists a
map n from P T+2 onto P such that,

H (pt,Pt-i, (pet’eU s v,(pe4 i W J - o

(7)

H is continuously differentiable and the matrices Ag — dPtH, Bg =
(dp*H )7 and BJ = (d p ^ H )1 are assumed to be invertible. Denote A\ —
dPi_^H. Eq.7 summarizes the structural characteristics of the system. To
specify consistently the dynamics we need to describe how a temporary
equilibrium at any date is obtained given any past history. To this end
it is necessary to spell out how forecasts are made, that is, to specify
how pe are determined given past history. The expectations of young
households (respectively of old households) are defined by the functions
ip(* (respectively ipc°) By plugging these functions into Eq.7 we get the
relation defining the temporary equilibrium at each date.
L(pt,pt- i , . ■. ,pt-T -i) = 0

(8)

We assume that Ag + f B BlCgdvy is invertible. From the implicit func
tion theorem the above equation can then be solved uniquely in pt near
( p , . . . , p ) . Specifically, there are open neighborhood U(s) and V(x) C
P, and a continuously differentiable map h : U(s) —y V(x) such that
(p<,s<_i) verifies Eq .8 if and only if
p t = h { p t- i , . . . , P t - T - i )

The local temporary equilibrium dynamics are then well defined near the
stationary state and are given by the above equation. We focus on the
dynamics near stationary temporary equilibria and leave the study of the
dynamics near cycles to future researches.
We denote Ph(A) = 0 the characteristic equation associated to Eq .8
at the stationary state and assume that there is no characteristic root of
modulus one8. A well known sufficient condition for the local asymptotic
stability of p £ W is th a t‘every characteristic root A of Ph satisfies | A |< 1
8Note that dg has at least one eigenvalue of norm one; the one corresponding to
the eigenvector s, that is, Pg( A) = 0 has at least one characteristic root of modulus
one.
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and current and past forecasts takes the form:

( -(U V U
I,
V

..........

0

-(L 0)_1ir+i \

0

0

i,

0

)

where /; denote the identity matrix in
To say that the eigenvalues of
dh are of modulus smaller than one is equivalent to saying that (dh —p i)
is invertible for any p with | // |> 1. Thus, a sufficient condition for
stability of the dynamics with learning near (p, . ..,/>) is the following
(for a detailed proof see Fuchs and Laroque, 1986, p.1168):
L em m a 3 A sufficient condition for any STE p in W to be locally
asymptotically stable for the dynamics generated by Eq.6 is that
+1
E II (io r xLu ||< 1
tl=l

T

(9)

The condition of Lemma 3 links all the price effects on demand effects
through the expectation processes and effects through variation of tastes
and risk aversion, ft requires that market demand is more sensitive
to a variation of current prices than to the variation of all past prices.
Let us write Lj in terms of the “fundamental derivatives” .4, and 5,
i = 0,1 and of the derivatives of the expectations functions C, and Dj,
for j = 0, 1 , . . . , T + 1 .
u

—

Ao +

U

=

B çD \ dv0 + /
A\ 4- [
B \C[
J b x ÇI
JB x Ç l

L }

=

B \ C )d v y
B lD )d v 0 + /
/
JB x Q
3
JB x Ç l

T+l

[
B ? C '0d u y
JB x Ç l

B '(:i D fT + l d v 0
J bxU
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or equivalently that the eigenvalues of the matrix dh are all of modulus
smaller than one. The Jacobian matrix dh can be written:

In the present analysis, the result of asymptotic stability remains
valid when T converges to +oc. If households have an unlimited memory
and their expectations functions are specified by the formula given in
Remark 5, then the sufficient condition for the stability of any stationary
state in the dynamics with learning can be written:
£

II (dPtL ) - \ d PTL) ||< 1

r=0

However, a direct consequence of Lemma 2 is that for high enough degrees
of heterogeneity mi and m 2 small enough || dPrL || is close to zero for any
t < t —1. Hence, if there exist some degrees of heterogeneity mi and m 2
such that the inequality holds for f —T < t < t —1, then there exist m\ <
mi and m '2 < m 2 such that the inequality holds for 0 < t < t — 1 . m\
and m 2 denote the degree of heterogeneity of the expectations function
with respect to all its arguments whose number increases in each period.
The distribution of households’ characteristics is time-dependent and the
assumption of heterogeneity has to be reformulate for each period. If
m / and m 2 denote the degrees of heterogeneity in the period t , then
m'j = min(
and m '2 = min( m2.
The dynamics with learning depend in a complex manner on the
perfect foresight dynamics and on the dynamics of the learning process.
We are interested in relating the above stability property with the sta
bility or instability of the stationary state when households do not make
forecasting errors. An intertemporal equilibrium of the perfect foresight
dynamics is defined given the predetermined prices pt- \ as a sequence of
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R em ark 7 The bounded memory is a determinant factor of the dynam
ics. However, in general the precise way the dynamics are perturbed by
truncating the memory is not a priori obvious. First, one might hope
that this would increase the possibility of obtaining stability of equilibria
since this removes the direct influence of the initial conditions. Never
theless, if for example a dynamical process with unlimited memory were
to converge after a finite number of periods, then when households have
finite memories the process might no longer be defined.

Pt

=

Pt

Pt +1

=

Pt + 1

Vf > 0

A sequence of states corresponds to such an intertemporal equilibrium if
and only if Vt > 0:
H (j> t,P t-i,{P t)U £ o ’ (Pt+i)U£o) I

p'

,=

p.

= °

p ?+ i - pi + i

Under the assumption of perfect foresight this equation can be rewritten:
X{pt-i,Pt,Pt+\) = 0

Since H ( p ,...,p ) = 0 and the matrix B\ is invertible9 the above equation
defines consistently a local perfect foresight dynamics near the stationary
state p. From the implicit function theorem it can be solved near p.
Pt +1 = F ( P t , P t - i )

where F is defined in an appropriate neighborhood of the constant se
quence (p,p) G P 2. Again a sufficient condition for the stability of the
dynamics is that any eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix of F is of modulus
smaller than one. The Jacobian of F evaluated at (p,p) is:
^ - ( d pi+ix ) ~ 'd ptx

- ( d ^ x y 'd ^ x j

where (dPt+,X )~ l dPtX = B p ( A 0 + B 0) and (dPt+1 X )~ ldPt_ ,X - B ^ A ,.
Therefore, a sufficient condition for the stability of the perfect foresight
dynamics near (p,p) is that
II (dPt+lx y l dPtx || + 1| ( d ^ x y ' d ^ x ||< 1

(io)

9It might be that for one specific household det(9p= H ‘) = 0 if for example one
commodity does not enter in the household demand function (because its consumption
does not affect the household utility and/or the household is not endowed with this
commodity). However, d etfS p ^ H U — 0 is valid at the aggregate as long as the
desirability assumption and the requirement that the mean vector of endowments is
strictly positive u> > > 0 hold.
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states pt and of expectations {pet,p\+1) for t — 0 ,..., oo such that Eq.7 is
satisfied and forecasts are correct at all dates, i.e. :

Finding an eigenvalue and an eigenvector of dh amounts to looking
for a complex number and a complex 1-dimensional vector » ^ 0 such
that
T+l

XT+lv = £

\ T+1~j (La)~l Ljv

1=i

Therefore, the characteristic equation of dh is
T + l-j

Ph(X) = det[AT+1// — £ Ar+ 1-''(L o )-%
i=i
which leads to
, T
det{L0)Ph(X) = det[A0Ar+1 + A xXt + B 1( / £ C)dVy)XT+l~
J j =0
n
. T+l

+B0( / £ D]dK )XT+l-i]

(

11)

1=1

By applying the same procedure to F we get,
detBiPx(X) — det[BiA2 -I- (Ao -1- B q)X + Ai]

(12)

The examination of the two equations above and the assumption that
households are able to extrapolate some regularities from the past allow
us to make the interaction between the two dynamics explicit.
L em m a 4 If households extrapolate any orbit of period two and are de
scribed by identical fundamental characteristics Ao, A i , B0 and B\, then
it follows that
det(L0)Ph{l)_ =. det{Bl )Px {1 )
(—1 ),!r+1l det(L0)Ph ( —1)

=
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As observed by Grandmont and Laroque (1990), one can easily
make explicit the link between the two dynamics. For this purpose, we
assume that all households are described by identical fundamental char
acteristics Ao, Ai, B 0 and Bi, they differ only in their way of processing
information.

D y n a m ic s w ith L earning

We state the following theorem:
Theorem 3 Assume assumptions 1 through 14, 18 and that the matrix
Ao + fB B^CgdiSy is invertible.
(i) Under the assumption that the restrictions on the parameteri
zation 15 and 21 hold for any argument of the demand function, a high
enough degree of heterogeneity of the parameter distribution, interpretable
as a hfgh enough degree of heterogeneity in tendency of the demand func
tion along each of its arguments, such that
£X

5im1 < (l 41. -iW
2lx
+1 lx
L/a'max +1 Ltxomax
fc**'ymax
ensures that any stationary temporary equilibrium of the dynamics with
learning is locally asymptotically stable for an open subset of initial con
ditions near the stationary price.
(ii) Under the further requirement that the restrictions on the pa
rameterization 19 and 21 hold for the price system of any past period,
the stability is also ensured by the following inequality:
Ql Tn\ {lXo max "b {l “t“ f)^max ) + 92l(f° + f y){T + l)m 2 < £X
Thus the required degree of heterogeneity in tendency of the demand func
tion decreases as the degree of heterogeneity of the expectations function
increases in tendency. xomax denotes the maximum income in the popu
lation of old households, that is £omax = maxUopTuj0.
For mj = 0 the result (i) is trivially explained. As the degree of
dispersion of demand along the expected price vector increases, market
demand becomes insensitive to a variation of expectations. Hence at the
limit, for mi = 0, market demand behaves as if the mean expectations
were exogeneous. Furthermore, a high dispersion of the old household
demand along the price system of the last period pt~\ leads as well at the
limit to the insensitivity of market demand to pt- \ . Therefore, market de
mand depends only on current prices. Thus, the short-run local stability
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3.1

For mi > 0 the result is less trivial. Now, past period prices do
affect market demand. Nevertheless, for any initial price in a neighbor
hood of (p ,...,p ) the sequence {pt} converges towards p. This seems to
contradict the result of Grandmont and Laroque (1991) who prove that if
traders are prepared to extrapolate a sufficiently large set of past growth
rates, then the stationary state will be actually unstable. However, their
result is valid under assumptions which cannot be put into question in
a representative agent framework, but which are not obvious a priori
once heterogeneity is introduced. It is a well known result that the rep
resentative agent model is not the result of aggregation under standard
individual behaviour. This follows, partly, from the fact that aggregation
through heterogeneity of household behaviour has a structurizing impact
on aggregate characteristic functions. The structurizing effect might be
such that the resulting aggregate concept diverges from the correspond
ing individual one, while the representative agent theory regards the two
notions as identical. Thus, in Grandmont and Laroque’s model aggregate
behaviour is considered as though it was the behaviour of a single repre
sentative agent. Incidently, the norm of the aggregate impact of a change
in expectations on market demand is assumed to be bounded away from
zero and the derivatives of the mean expectations function are allowed to
have very large values. However, once heterogeneity is introduced, while
the individual impact of a variation of expectations on market demand
is still bounded away from zero and each trader is still allowed to extrap
olate a large set of past growth rates, these two conditions may not hold
at the aggregate. A degree of heterogeneity of the demand functions in
tendency along the expected price vector yields, indeed, to reduce the
aggregate impact of a variation of expectations on market demand. Fur
thermore, a high degree of heterogeneity of the expectations function in
tendency along each of its arguments yields a bounded norm of the Jaco
bian matrix of the mean expectations function. This underlines the well
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of the temporary equilibrium^ ensures the local stability of the stationary
temporary equilibrium of the dynamics with learning (p ,...,p ). Clearly,
the sufficient condition for stability established in Lemma 3 holds. In the
long run, the economy is never pushed from an equilibrium state.

Hence, the above theorem establishes that adaptative learning does
not necessarily lead to endogeneous fluctuations, as it was suggested by
Grandmont and Laroque, and is compatible with the convergence to selffulfilling expectations, providing the learning process and the impact of
expectations on demand are dispersed in the population. Nevertheless, it
should be emphasized that our formulation being non linear local stability
does not imply that the actual dynamics will be globally stable. Thus, for
a large deviation from any STE it may be the case that dynamics evolve
along a closed orbit. The above result is compatible with endogeneous
fluctuations where forecasting errors never vanish.

Heterogeneity of the expectations function reinforce the stability
property. With regards to the second part of the theorem it seems already
clear that the heterogeneity of expectations cannot eliminate on its own
any feature of instability in the model. This is explained by the fact that
the heterogeneity of the demand function plays a determinant role, we
shall come back later on this point.

We have already remarked that the heterogeneity of the expecta
tions function tends to stabilize the dynamics of the learning process.
However, as the degrees of heterogeneity
Vj are restricted such
that the inequalities of the Lemma 1 hold, the aggregate learning pro
cess may be unstable while the dynamics of temporary equilibria with
learning is stable. In the next section, we even show that the stability of
the dynamics with learning ensured by the assumptions of Theorem 3 (in
cluding the dispersion of household demand along the vector of expected
prices) is compatible with the insta'blity of the dynamics of perfect fore
sight.
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foundation of the criticism of the macroeconomic analysis based on the
concept of the representative agent. As claimed by Hildenbrand (1983)
this concept does not really simplify the analysis, but on the contrary,
might be quite misleading.

D y n a m ic s o f p e r fe ct foresigh t

In this subsection we assume that all present and future households know
a priori the structure of the system and they coordinate their forecasts
such that pet+x — pt+i Vf.
Since the set of households’ characteristics is bounded, there exists
a household (/?y,uJy) such that:
/ V f^ d a <A,a |a =o (j)y{e)py(ui)df3duj
JBxQ
= 'P P V I i = pTz f
dAp A \A=0(f>{e)p(io)d3dui
p?+1= V » jBxa

(13)

We introduce the following desirability assumption:
A ssum ption 24 Whatever k there exists e such that:
P k f t > exy
T h eo rem 4 Assume assumptions 1 through 14, 18 and that the ma
trix B\ is invertible. Restrict the degree of heterogeneity of the demand
function of the young household along expected prices by restricting the
“flatness”of the density ipA (where A refers to small variations of the
expected price vector) in the following way
min f

| dAiipA(y) | <f(e)p(uj)d(3duj > k \ pC

(14)

where <pA is the density function of the transformed parameter t a ( j )
of demand obtained through transformation IA of the vector of expected
prices. The restrictions on the parameterization of demand 15 and 17
are assumed to hold for any argument of the demand function and for
both types of household, except for the expected price vector as far as
the young household demand is concerned, mi denotes then the degree
of heterogeneity. A sufficient condition for the local asymptotic stability
of the perfect foresight dynamics at any stationary temporary equilibrium
p E W is given by the inequality*
*lx 4“ gimi((Z A l)^max 4~ 2Zromax) < slk^ peXy
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3.2

This result follows from the sufficient condition for stability 10 which
imposes that market demand is more sensitive at the stationary state
to a variation of future prices than to a variation of current prices or
past prices. Hence, the demand function should be more heterogeneous
along the current prices and past prices than along the vector of ex
pected prices, since the heterogeneity along one argument implies that
the aggregate function is less sensitive to a variation of this argument.
Clearly, the above inequality is feasible only if the degree of dispersion
of young household demand along the vector of expected prices satisfies
in tendency:
2r
^

> iliy

Therefore, the heterogeneity of young household demand along the vector
of expected price tends to destabilize the dynamics of perfect foresight,
while it tends to stabilize the dynamics with learning. This means that
when households anticipate perfectly the price system, if they react in
very heterogeneous ways to a small perturbation of the expected price
vector, the dynamics will never converge towards a STE (starting in a
neighborhood of this STE). On the other hand, when they already have
very distinct expectations and react in very heterogeneous ways to a
change of the expected price vector, the two types of heterogeneity may
compensate each other so that market demand gets enough structure to
ensure the local asymptotic stability of any STE. This theorem is in ac
cordance with the result of Grandmont and Laroque (1990), which states
that there are cicumstances under which the stability of a stationary state
in the dynamics with learning implies its instablity in the dynamics of
perfect foresight10.
10Grandmont and Laroque require that households extrapolate from the past any
cycle of period 2. Here we only require the stationarity of expectations, however the
heterogeneity assumption gives enough structure to the aggegate to get the desired
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Hence, this stability property is ensured if the demand function of both
types of household is heterogeneous enough in tendency along any of its
arguments, except along the expected price vector as far as the young
household demand is concerned.

R em ark 8 Here the dependence of income on current prices does not
introduce a high level of instability in the long run. This effect appears
only in the matrix Z q which is not determinant to get the previous result
of stability as long as it remains finite.

3.3

In sta b ility o f th e P e r fe ct F o resig h t D y n a m ics
versu s S ta b ility o f th e D y n a m ic s w ith L earning

The purpose of this subsection is to underline the role of heterogeneity
of expectations. We show that, despite the heterogeneity of expectations
cannot eliminate any feature of instability in the model, there exists cases
where it stabilizes the dynamics with learning. We consider a population
where households are described by identical fundamental characteristics
but differ in their way of processing information. For specific fundamental
characteristics which determinate a high incentive to save and by the
way solve the indeterminateness of the prefect foresight dynamics, a high
enough heterogeneity of the expectations function along the current price
system ensures the convergence of the dynamics with learning. More
precisely,
constraints.
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The sufficient condition of stability of Theorem 4 requires also that
the mean income of young households is high with respect to the mean
income of the whole population. Intuitivelly, this should ensure a non
negligible amount of saving, that is, in tendency households save in each
period, as illustrated by the example in Section 4. Therefore, the stabil
ity of the dynamics with learning ensured by the heterogeneity of house
hold demand combined with a restricted heterogeneity of the expecta
tions function is not only compatible with the instability of the aggregate
learning process, but as well with the instability of the dynamics of per
fect foresight. The requirements for stability are far from the rational
expectations assumption.

J

leads to the local asymptotic stability of the STE in the dynamics with
learning.
To explain this result we recall that the heterogeneity of the ex
pectations function tends to reduce the sensitivity to a variation of any
endogeneous variable of the mean expectations function. Hence, after
any price deviation from the stationary state the trajectory of the dy
namics with learning evolves “not far from” the trajectory of the perfect
foresight dynamics. Then, the above theorem formalizes the intuition
that the required structure of the perfect foresight dynamics to get sta
bility of the dynamics with learning should consequently be a stability
of saddle point rather than an asymptotic stability. For the first struc
ture, there exists only one stable trajectory near the stationary state,
and thereby, any small price deviation from the stationary state in the
dynamics with learning leads to stable trajectory not far from the stable
trajectory of the perfect foresight dynamics. On the contrary, for the
second structure, there exists an infinite number of stable trajectories of
the perfect foresight dynamics, and thereby, any small price deviation
from the stationary state in the dynamics with learning can lead to any
kind of trajectories.
Note that the stationary state of the prefect foresight dynamics is
a saddle point if one of the characteristic roots of the polynomial Px of
degree two is of modulus lower than one while the other is of modulus
higher than one, that is (Px{ 1) < 0 and Px( —1 ) > 0) or (-Pa'(I) > 0 and
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T heorem 5 Assume assumptions 1 through 14 and 18. Assume that
the restrictions on the parameterization of the expectations function hold
for the current pric system. I f the fundamental characteristics of the
model are such that the stationary state of the perfect foresight dynamics
is a saddle point and such that detBi and detAo are of opposite sign, a
high enough heterogeneity of the parameter distribution on £ which can
be interpreted as high enough heterogeneity of the expectations function
along the current price system, such that
is small enough to ensure
that
sgn[det(Bfl A 0 + Cldvy)] — sgn[det(Bfl A 0)\

det(Ai + B\ + A0 + Bo)det(Ai + B\ — (Ao + Bo)) < 0
This inequality can be rewritten
det[(Ai + B \ )2 —(Ao + -Bo)2] < 0

(15)

When the matrices A,-, B, are reduced to parameters the above inequality
means that short-run market demand is more sensitive to a variation of
current prices than to a variation of past or expected prices. Recall
that the matrices A;, R, denote the Jacobians of market demand, that is
A0 = dPtH, Ai = 9p,_i H, B 0 = dp*H and B x = dp^ H .
The determinant of a matrix is the product of its eigenvalues. Thus
the requirement that detBj and detAo are of opposite sign implies the
number of negative eigenvalues of B x differs by an odd amount of the
one of A0. There exist some directions of price changes to which market
demand answers in opposite direction depending on whether the changes
concern current prices or expected prices. Thus, the two restrictions on
the fundamental characteristics of Theorem 5 imply some substitution
effect between current and future consumption, but such that, market
demand remains more sensitive to a change of the current price system.
Even for high expected price the amount of saving is non negligible and
the perfect foresight dynamics is perfectly locally determinate.
R em ark 9 All the previous results of stability can be proved to be struc
tural. Indeed, for the model under consideration, Fuchs and Laroque
(1976) state the theorem.
T h eo rem 6 Denote U an open and dense subset of the set of admissible
economies. For any economy in U the behaviour of the trajectories of
the dynamical system generated by our model, near stationary states and
near a finite number of cycles, is preserved under small modifications of
any exogeneous parameter. More precisely, any small change in the total
monetary stock or any small change in households’ characteristics does
not affect the dynamical properties 'of stationary states and of cycles and
in particular the stability properties of these trajectories.
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P x { —1) < 0. This is ensured by

4

An Example

In this section we consider the simple case where the state variable pt
is a real number, that is the case where there is only one non storable
commodity in the economy l = 1, by the way Vp € P Pt-2 = 1- Denote
p(;1 = pt. We prove that heterogeneity as defined in Theorem 3 which
ensures the local asymptotic stability of the dynamics with learning at
any stationary prices p G W implies that p is a saddle point of the
dynamics with perfect foresight. Z corresponds now to the excess demand
of money, hence
H = [

fi {pux,p\+l)dvy - M

JbxQ

The partial derivatives of the function H with respect to p(, p(_i, p*
and p\+l, respectively, evaluated at the stationary equilibrium p denoted
by A q, A i, B 0 and Bi, respectively, are now real numbers. Furthermore,
since H depends only on the aggregate demand of young households it
follows that B 0 = 0, A 1 = 0 and A 0 = JBxQ ^-dvy+JBx^ ^-dAipyA(j) |A=o
<
py(e)py(uj)d(iduj. The two sufficient conditions for the local asymptotic
stability of a stationary state of the dynamics with learning defined in
Theorem 3 are written
<7i mi <
q\mxx ym^ + q2f y{T + 1)m2 <

£X

(T + e U
EX

<
fj

EX

■(16)

/ 3Cy m ax

(17)

Note that the demands of the old households do not affect the dynam
ics, since mean demand for money'of the population of old households
is assumed to be identically equal to the opposite of the total amount of
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This means that for most economies any S T E is even locally structurally
stable under our assumption of heterogeneity, since the dynamics in the
long run are but slightly affected by changes of the households’ charac
teristics.

The local perfect foresight dynamics are obtained by solving
H(pt,Pt-i,Pt,Pt+ 1 ) = 0 in pt+1 near the stationary state. The corre
sponding characteristic equation is:
PA-(A) = A2 + B j- 'A qA = 0
The two roots of this equation are:
Ax =

0

A2 =

-4o/-Bi

A stationary state is a saddle point if some of the characteristic roots are
of modulus lower than one and the others are of modulus higher than
one. Therefore, if | A 0/B i |< 1 the dynamics with perfect foresight is
stable and if, on the other hand if | A 0/ B { |> 1 the stationary state
(p,p,p) is a saddle point. More precisely,
T h eo rem 7 (i) Assume assumptions 1 through 1\, 18 and that B\ ^ 0.
Assume that the restrictions on the parameterization of young household
demand hold for any of its arguments. A high enough degree of hetero
geneity of the parameter distribution on T, which can be interpreted as a
high enough degree of heterogeneity in tendency of the demand function
of young households along each of its arguments, such that
•> ». < ™
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money in the economy. Theorem 3 states that when the young house
hold demand is heterogeneous enough along the current price system and
along the vector of expected prices (for our example, such that the pa
rameter qimi satisfies Eq.16) the dynamics with learning at any STE is
locally asymptotically stable. Note that no dispersion of household de
mand along the income level is required, this is explained by the fact that
a variation of the monetary price Ap does not affect demand through
income since the young household does not inherit any endowment in
money. The theorem states as well that the required degree of hetero
geneity in tendency of the demand function decreases as the heterogene
ity of the expectations function along each of its arguments increases in
tendency. This is illustrated in our example by Eq.17.

(ii) If we restrict now the heterogeneity of the young household de
mand function along the vector of expected prices by requiring the con
dition I f, while maintaining a high enough degree of heterogeneity along
the other arguments such that
(1 + g im ^x t / m a x
"
<

1 y

exy

,pe

'p

then any STE of the perfect foresight dynamics is locally asymptotically
stable. The household (/?y,wy) is defined by the condition 13.
Note that a high degree of heterogeneity such that Eq.16 holds leads
both to the stability of the dynamics with learning and to the instability
of the perfect foresight dynamics, where any stationary state is a saddle
point.
According to Theorem 3 a high heterogeneity in tendency of the de
mand function along each of its arguments can lead to enough structure
to ensure the local asymptotic stability of any STE whatever the hetero
geneity of expectations. However, a high heterogeneity in tendency of the
expectations function along any of its argument does not systematically
lead to the local asymptotic stability of a STE. First, heterogeneity of
expectations is restricted not to contradict the stationarity assumption
of expectations. Secondly, independently of expectations, the dynam
ics with learning depend on the perfect foresight dynamics and on the
local determinateness of the long run equilibrium (see Theorem 5). To
illustrate the actual impact of the heterogeneity of expectations, we con
sider an even more specific example of economy. Assume, again, that
all households have identical demand functions and identical vectors of
endowments, but that they differ in their way of processing information.
Furthermore, assume that any household is characterized by a utility
function of the Cobb-Douglas type, that is
U(yt,y t+1) = yfyt+i
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implies that any stationary state of the perfect foresight dynamics is a
saddle point (and thus, the dynamics are locally determinate).

Vt +Pt b

<

Vt +i < ^t+i+Pt+ib
Simple computations give by induction
yt+i = ^t+i+Pt+ib
yt

— d t[~ —^t+i + ^f]
Pt+l

U)t
w<+l
b — at+i:-----a<——
Pt

Pt+i

H , that is the excess demand of money, is written:
H = (! ~ at)zr - L ^ z r 1 U'+1=V"(«) <t>y{f)de-M
Pt

Pt+l

Its derivatives are easily computed.
H0 = A 0 + Bi j £ Cc0<f>y(e)de
at+1

-

.

at

n

“ T " ' + 5 T F " +,C g

Insofar as short-run stability is concerned, a sufficient condition of
stability is trivially obtained by requiring that the derivative of the excess
demand of money is strictly negative, that is dPtH < 0. This condition,
when the derivative is evaluated at a stationary price, is implied by the
inequality:
dj+i
J£dptipe</>y(e)de <
at ujt+1
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where at + at+1 — 1 . yt (respectivelly yt+1) is the current consumption
(respectivelly the future consumption) of the non storable commodity.
Denote b the current demand for money. The household demand func
tion is computed by maximizing the utility function under the budget
constraints:

(1 8 )

a t ut+\

For exogeneous expectations (or expectations which do not depend on
current prices) it is a well known result that when households’ demands
are Cobb-Douglas the one-period equilibrium of the pure exchange econ
omy is globally stable under any standard tâtonnement procedure of type
(III). If now expectations are assumed to be dependent on the current
price system stability can still be ensured by a high enough degree of
heterogeneity of this dependency of expectations on current prices. Ef
fectively if the degree of dispersion of the expectations function along
the current price system satisfies Eq.18 the equilibrium is globally sta
ble. Note that the required degree of heterogeneity decreases when the
incentive to save increases (that is when
increases more quickly than
a,

For what regards long-run stability, the condition Eq.15 which im
plies that the STE is a saddle point of the prefect foresight dynamics is
written
I B x |< | -40
that is —
Ut < U^2±L.
»1+l We state the following
° result:
T heorem 8 Assume assumptions 1 through I f, and 18. We assume
also in addition that the parameterization of the expectations function
satisfies the restrictions 19 and 17 for the price system of any period.
(i) If the incentive to save is high because of a preference for the
future and/or a comparatively low amount of initial endowments at date
t + 1 such that ^
that is the STE is a saddle point of the per
fect foresight dynamics, then a high enough degree of heterogeneity of the
parameter distribution on S, which can be interpreted as a high enough
degree of heterogeneity of the expectations function along any of its ar
guments, such that
T

fl 2( J 2 m ^ t - j + m

j=1
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<

at^t+i
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w h ic h h o ld s if

(it) However if households’ incentive to save is low because of a
preference for the present and/or a comparativelly low amount of initial
endowments at date t such that 51 >
£/jai
the STE is locally
asymptotically stable in the dynamics with learning, then.
• when Co >
the sufficient condition for stability holds if Y.J=\ I
Cj |< Co — a'*—‘ which in turn holds if
m 2 t-i < k2 < — °'+-1a><.
where k2t_j — minr=1 ... / f£ | d&r<j>&(e) | de where A is a vector
of pertubations affecting the price system pt- j . In this case a high
enough heterogeneity of the expectations function such that the above
inequality holds and compatible with the stationarity requirement en
sures stability.
• when Co <

the sufficient condition for stability never holds.

Furthermore, there exist quite high degree of heterogeneity of the expec
tations function such that
• when Cq
< a,wt+ i ,’ if1
u
II Cr1 II + C u0 > a , u t + i which holds if1 k2t + k2.,_T
> -attt^u t+1
ti
1
• or when Cou > a‘+ia'1,
if
a t w1 + J
I C t |> Co—
which holds if k2.t_T > m 2;t~ 57^7^7 f or which any
STE of the dynamics with learning is locally asymptotically unstable.
’

1

Heterogeneity of the expectations function does not ensure the stability
of the stationary temporary equilibrium whatever the households’ pref
erences, risk aversion and endowments. This heterogeneity requirement
leads to the local asymptotic stability of any STE only if households have
a high enough incentive to save determined by their fundamental char
acteristics. Note that this restriction on households’ preferences implies
that the stationary state of the perfect foresight dynamics is a saddle
point. It tends as well to stabilize the short-run dynamics near a station
ary state. This illustrates the previous result stating that if the perfect
foresight dynamics are locally determinate around a stationary price and
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ensures that any STE of the dynamics with learning is locally asymptot
ically stable.

5

Dynamics with a Time Lag in the Income
Determination

In this last section we introduce a time lag in the determination of in
come, that is income is defined by the product of the vector of initial
endowments times the price vector of last period. As our basic working
assumption we want to keep the assumption that household behaviour is
heterogeneous enough in tendency to ensure the monotonicity of excess
demand function for exogeneous income. More precisely, we require that
the demand function is heterogeneous enough in tendency with respect
to the current price system, with respect to expected price system and
with respect to the income level. Therefore, in every period of time a
tâtonnement in current prices is globally stable under the Walrasian ad
justment process, and we are led to investigate whether the sequence of
unique and globally stable short-run equilibria converges.
The motivation which inspired Hens and Hildenbrand (1993) to
introduce this time lag in the determination of income
‘is that in a private ownership economy, production serves as
buffer to prevent an immediate pass through of price changes
on income. Production needs time and income consists merely
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expectations are heterogeneous enough then the stationary state is lo
cally asymptotically stable in the dynamics with learning. Without such
an incentive to save it may be the case that despite quite heterogeneous
expectations (such that m2.t- j is small but k2;t-j > 0 such that the sta
tio n a r y assumption of expectations holds) any stationary temporary
equilibrium is unstable. The way the expected price vector affects house
hold demand is determinant in the dynamics with learning. Even if the
mean expected prices are only slightly affected by a small price deviation
from the stationary price, the market demand is significantly affected so
that the economy is pulled away from the STE because of the indeter
minateness of the perfect foresight dynamics.

The current income can be interpreted as the nominal value of a vector
of outputs produced from a vector of inputs introduced in the production
process at the previous period, thereby it is avalaible at the beginning
of the current period, but evaluated at the price system of the previous
period. This definition of income is a step closer to reality. Furthermore,
theoretically this simple modification changes the stability properties of
an exchange economy as suggested by Kirman (1989) (page 136). More
precisely it should ensure more stability, as mentioned, it implies that
under our basic assumption short-run equilibria are stable under the
standard Walrasian tâtonnement and we can focus on the intertemporal
stability. Furthermore, the previous results of stability of the iterative
process defined by the sequence of short-run equilibria remain valid. We
focus again on the stability of temporary stationary equilibria in the
long run. Note, however, that other long run equilibrium trajectories
may appear like cycles.
The dynamics is still described by the system Eq .6 where the fun
damental derivatives A 0 and .4, are affected by the modification of the
income determination in the following way:
/ £y_

0 \
12.

An

PI

dv

I bxV
1
pi
/ ÛL\
P
A
h.
+

<9a <M(t ) |a =o <j)(e)p(uj)df3du

I bxQ

V
' £
PI '/
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out of wages and dividends, both being fixed before the period
of consumption.’

0

^

f l

-4i

P2

I bx

3 a ^ a

n

V S1

a

= o d > {e )p (u j)d 0 d ij

/)

PI

v “ 2

E
(

(t )

°

*7
f l V 2
X

/ > !
X

d v

LB x Q
fl

V

(

o

0

UJ2
X

X

X

fJ lE
X

'
i

\

/ > 2
X

f? U 2

V

o

X

X

liE L
X

5 a 9 a (t )

|a = o < /){e )p (u j)d p d u j

'

where the first column of the two last matrices is equal to the nul vec
tor since a variation of the price of money does not affect the nominal
disposable income. We shall analyze the behaviour of market demand
when household demand is highly dispersed along each of its arguments
and when the expectations function is dispersed but in a restrictive sense
to ensure the stationarity of expectations. We focus on the behaviour of
market demand at the limit, that is for a parameter rri\ close to zero,
however by continuity the results remain valid for a neighborhood of the
limit point.
T heorem 9 Assume assumptions 1 through I f and 18. Income is the
nominal value of the initial endowments evaluated at the price system of
last period. The parameterization of the demand function satisfies the
restrictions 15 and 17 for any argument of the demand function. A high
degree of heterogeneity of the parameter distribution on T formalized by
mi close to zero, which is interpreted as a high degree of heterogeneity in
tendency of the demand function, implies that any STE of the dynamics
with learning is locally asymptotically stable.
As in the previous section a high heterogeneity in tendency of the
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/

T h eo rem 10 Assume assumptions 1 through 14 and 18. Income is the
nominal value of the initial endowments evaluated at the price system, of
the last period. The parameterization of the demand function is assumed
to satisfy the restrictions 15 and 17 for any argument of the demand
function. A high degree of heterogeneity of the parameter distribution on
T formalized by a small mi, interpreted as a high degree of heterogeneity
in tendency of the demand function along any of its arguments, implies
that the sufficient condition for stability of the perfect foresight dynamics
does not hold.

Appendix
A .l

Im p lic a tio n o f A ssu m p tio n 16

We prove that the property that there exists a constant c > 0 such that
ch(<p) > h(<p&) is implied by Assumption 16. We have
Jv I dyripA{l) I d7 = J? I 57rIdet(57Ta 1( 7 ) ( / ? ) ) ] I d7
=

JT I [d7rdet(d 7r ^ 1 ( 7 )) b (r ^ 1 (7)) |
+ JT I det(a 7r ^ 1 (7 ) ) % ( 0 |{=T-i(7)

|

Clearly, under Assumption 16 the first term is equal to zero and the
second term admits ch(ip) as an upper bound.
Symmetrically, we prove that assumption 17 implies Property 1.
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demand function might lead to the instability of the perfect foresight
dynamics.

H e te r o g e n e ity o f th e D e m a n d F u n ctio n alon g
th e In co m e L evel Im p lied by th e H e te r o g e n e ity
alo n g th e P r ic e S y ste m

The proof is achieved for the young household demand function, it is
symmetrical for the old household demand function.
Clearly if the parameterization of demand satisfies assumptions 15,
16 and 17 for small price changes (current and expected) the assumption
of homogeneity of demand implies that these assumptions hold for small
income variations. Under assumption 15 which holds for small variations
of the current price system and for small variations of the expected price
system, whatever p,pj +1 £ 5ft++, x € 3?+ and 7 € T there exists 7 ' G T
such that whatever A close to the nul vector
ey'(p,Pt+i,x) = e<{IAp J Ap\+1,x)

( 20)

Choose I A such that
/ 1+ A

0

\
(

V

0

21 )

1+ A ,

where A is a parameter close to zero. Therefore, there exist 7 ' € T such
that whatever A close to zero
ey ( p , K + n * ) = e 7{p,pe
t+1,{l + A )

1x )

(22)

Hence, assumptions 15, 16 and 17 are true when perturbations of income
are concerned and yield to define the homeomorphisms rA>, where A* is
a parameter given by A* =
which converges towards zero when A
converges towards zero. To conclude if the demand function is highly het
erogeneous along the current price vector and the expected price vector
it is as well highly heterogeneous along the income level.

A .3

P r o o f o f L em m a 2

(i) Under the assumption that the' set of households’ characteristics is
bounded we deduce from the mean value theorem that there exists a
70
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A .2

[

JB xQ

B2D€rdv0 = dPt_r_1t/d0 [

JB xQ

d p 'fd v ,
'

For any small perturbation A of the price system
II V f

we have

B„ D er+1di/0V ||

JBxQ

= || 'Pdpt_r_ ^ u f

P d Ap0a | a =o 4>o(e)p0{pd3duJ ||

JBxQ

= /
<

m a x [£ | Y dpt_r_ukp 0pkPk dA,PoA | a =o|\<t>0{t)Po{u)d3dLj

^omax

max /
I
dPt_r_vkip(o I £
■ *x!J fc
’

I 9a

<PoA | a =o|

<p0(e)

j

p0(uj)d[3duj
Denote
= | E/t dPt_T_lsiil>i0 | and ^°+1 = max;
symmetrically. Then the inequalities below hold:
P \

JBxQ

p is defined

BoDl+ldv0V || < xomaxd’°+19im il

\\V [

BjC^dUyV || < X y n ^ q x m x l

JBxQ

for r = 0, . . . , T. f
(ii) Under the assumption that the set of households’ characteristics
is bounded we deduce from the mean value theorem that there exists a
household described by (0,u>) such that
/

B jD er+1dv0 = dv' f ° l^pT* f

JBxQ

dPt_r_ ,p d v 0

JBxQ

For any small perturbation A of the price system p t-r- i , we have
||P /

B lD l+ldv0V ||

JBxQ

= 11 Vdv< f° [

JBxQ

= /

JBxn

m a x [y " | Y P i dPe
, J i >°'lPldAj <
J>oA |a =o| po(l)po[pj)d(3du!

! Y

< m a x /” /
*

P B a <PoA |a =o Po(l)Po(u)df3dw ||
T

Y

J B x Q i

;

I 9a ,-0oA |a=oI <p0(l)po{u)dl3du
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household described by e such that

|| V [
B lD l+ldv„V || < f°q2m 2l
JBxQ
|| V [
B lC (rdvyV || < f yq2m 2l
JBxQ
for r = 0, . . . ,T . f

A .4

P r o o f o f T h eo rem 1

(i) The monotonicity of market demand is translated mathematically by
the negative semidefiniteness of the Jacobian matrix of market demand
J p. Such a property is additive, therefore it remains to prove that the
Jacobian matrix of each subgroup J v is negative semidefinite. J v is
negative semidefinite if and only if V J vV is negative semidefinite.
V J u/xV
= JB(PidPf?{s, x ) ,... ,pidpfi (s, x))TV du/x

- a l / ..

e!M
JB
p i(l + Ai)
pi(l + -lA;+i)
, c [ ^eK I& PiP-iiPliX)
e'{(IAp ,p -1,ptt , x ) ^ _ , asja
+ d * h x[
pi(l + A,)
....... M l + A m T 1

+x f dA[e1{p,ipey(IAp ) ,x ) ,.. . ,e]{p,ip^{IAp ),x)]^=0p y{'i)<l)y{e)d'yde
JB

= ~XJ

JB

( 4 (s,x)

\

0

v(P)dp

V

o

e f(s,x ) )

+x [ dA[eJ(IAp,pet+1, x ) , ... ,e ](IAp,pet+1,x)]T
A=0p y{j)<j)y{e)d-yde
JB
+X / dA[el{IAp ,p - i,p l,x ),...,e j[ ( I Ap ,p - i,p et,x)]'^=0<po{'Y)<l>o(e)d'yde
JB

+x f dA[e^{p,x,ipe>( / at)), • • • ,e'J(p,x,ipe{IAp))]A=0ipy('y)<f>y(e)dide
JB
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where f° = | T,kPiPkdp’ j f ° | and f° = max, f°. f y is defined symmetri
cally. Then the inequalities below hold:

/

JBxQ

The last

xdp‘ e7(p,x,pet+l)dp,if>edvy
1+1

= /

xdAey(p, x, IApei+l)dPlipfdisy

JBxQ

=

<?dAp yA

/

|a = o

dPt^<t>y{e)py(Lj)d(3du

JBxQ

whose norm, according to Lemma 2 is bounded above by x ymslxqimilipy.
Thus, we get the following inequalities:
p \ I dPKF h I >
PkPh | dpkFu |

^

X£h - Zmax9imi - XymzxqimihpZ
x m^xq\Tri\ + x ymaXqimihpQ

From these inequalities we deduce that pk | dPkFk |> YLk^hPk | 9PkFk | if
£h%

^maxqimilipl > (l - V jX ^qim x + (/ - l)lx ym&xq irrii^

This inequality is equivalent to
FX

miqi < -------------------- =—
^m ax ^ymaxV^o)
Symmetrically, the same inequality implies that pk | dPhFh |> Yjk^hPk |
dPhFk |.
(ii) Under the assumption that the set of households’ characteris
tics is bounded the Lemma 2 states that the norm of
V fBxn dp'+i^fh d p t-j^d v y V is bounded above by q2m 2^t-jUy- The fol
lowing inequalities hold:
Ph I dPllFh I >
PkPh | dPkFh | <

x e

- f ylq2m 2<t

-

f ylq2m2t -f xm^q \m \

(23)
(24)

Therefore, it holds that pk \ dPhFk |> Yjk^hPk \ dPkFh \ if
l x m 2X q \ m , \

ex

q2m 2tt <

Pf y

The same inequality ensures that pk | dPhFh |> 'E.k^hPk | dPhFk |. f
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where the superscript “T” refers to the transposed vector.
matrix aggregated over endowments can be written:

P r o o f o f L em m a 4

The lemma is directly deduced from E q .ll, Eq.12 and Lemma 1 which
implies that if households extrapolate orbits of period two, then whatever
« E j =0 C) = I h E ^ i 1 D) =
EU(-1 )jq = - I , and £ ™ ( - l )j D) =
h- f

A .6

P r o o f o f T h eo rem 3

(i) We first define some bounds to the term || L q1L\ ||. A result of linear
algebra is that if f(A ) is a norm of the matrix A then f(M ~ lAM ) is as
well a norm of A whatever the non singular matrix M . In the sequel we
define the matrix norm by g(A) ~ f( V ~ lAV) whatever the matrix A,
where / is the row matrix norm and V is the diagonal matrix with the
price system p on the diagonal. We have
v - lu U v - ( v u v y ' v U v
As a result
II V - lU U V ||<|| (V L 0V ) - 1 mi V L {P II
where
V A 0P

||

' Plf?'

0

\

Pitt
II

dv ||

/

JbxSI
K

»

Pifi )

0

(

)
Pifi
|A

L

\ Pifi

)
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A .5

Pl/l pw \

P2^2

X

X

p2/jfp2U>2
+

pifvPw
dv

LB x f t
Plf, P M

Plf, P2^2

\o
/ Q

||

X

(PyP 2 ^ 2

Plfl VP\u \

P2 /2

:

X

X

pifZpiui

p-tflpw
d&iVA-iil) U 2=0

- » / e5x0
\o
4>{e)p(io)dfidu>

Pl/fp2^2

pi f , pi ^ i

where the two first terms give a lower bound to the impact of a vari
ation of current prices for fixed income and the two last terms give a
lower bound of the variation of demand induced by the income varia
tion induced by this price change. Note “A j” is a vector and refers to
perturbations of current prices and “A 2” is a parameter and refers to
perturbations of income variation. The first columns of the two last ma
trices are equal to the nul vector since a variation of the price of money
does not affect the nominal income (the household does not have any
endowment in money). Under the desirability assumption, we deduce:
V A 0V > e x - q\m]lxm&x - q ^ x ^
Whatever

||V

j

f

JBxQ

=

(25)

0, . . . ,T , we have according to Lemma 2

BjCjdVyV

|| <

X y m ^ lq i m i

(

0

||V

[

B JD (j+ldv0

JBxQ

\

P lltVA^V

P f —1;2

<9a V?a | a = o (7 ) < t > { e ) p { u j ) d p d u ! ||

Jbx CI
2

ffio

V
—
7
\ P*—1;l /

< lq\m\Xox
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£0y
P lJ l

v ( u y lL{p\\

<

'P(Lo)~1L j V
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_________
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forall j = 2, . . . ,T . Thus Fuchs and Laroque’s condition of local asymp
totic stability of any STE can be written
ex

q1m 1 <

{} “b 1 j^ m a x “b h o m a x “b I x g m a\

"b

m ax

0 ^Pj

Under the assumption of stationarity of expectations the heterogeneity
of the expectations function is restricted such that Y,J-0 ipy > 1 and
£ j =0 ip° > 1. Thus, a sufficient condition for the stability of the dynamics
with learning is that
q\ mi <

ex
(1 “b l)^max “b 21X0max “b lXy max

(ii) Under Lemma 2 the inequalities below hold:

|| V [

B qD c+1cLv0V || < f°q 2m2l

J Bx Cl

Il V [

B \C \dvyV || < f yq2m 2l

J Bx Ç l

for r — 0, . . . , T. Thus, Fuchs and Laroque’s sufficient condition for the
local asymptotic stability of the dynamics with learning at any stationary
equilibrium can be written:
qim i(lxomAX -b (/ + l)z max) + q2m2(T + l)/(/° + f y) < ex
The assumption of stationarity of expectations leads to restrict the het
erogeneity of expectations in such a way that l(T + l)q2m 2 > 1, thereby,
the above inequality is feasible only if:
ex'
f° + f y
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Consequently the following inequalities hold:

A.7

P r o o f o f T h eo rem 4

Using the same techniques as in the Proof of Theorem 3 we get the
following inequalities:
V A 0V

< x + lqirriiXmaLX + x +

II V M V II < IqimiXo max
II -PBoV || < lq\TYl\X0max
Clearly, to ensure the satisfaction of the sufficient condition of stability
of the dynamics of perfect foresight one has to restrict the degree of the
heteroegeneity of the young household demand function along the vector
of expected prices. Denote IA the matrix of perturbations affecting the
expected price vector and J]A the density function of the transformed
parameter ta (/3) where only expected prices have been affected. We
require that
max /
| dAi<pA(j) | <j>(e)p(uj)d(3duj > k\ ,
UBxQ
Therefore,
|| V B XV || =
>

f

max[| p ./ f 1' |
Y I
■
JBxQj

I <f>{e)p{uj)df3duj

Ik^p'SXy

As a result a sufficient condition for stability is given by the in
equality:
2x

“b (I T

A

2/(^177liX omax

e W fiy

^

-j

1
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The satisfaction of this inequality depends on the degree of heterogene
ity of household demand which affects the parameter /„ and f y. It is
always true for a high dispersion of household demand since in this case
(see Lemma 2) JBxQB^Djdi'0 and fBxnB xCjdi/y are close to zero, this
can only be explained by parameters f 0 and f y close to zero - since by
the stationarity assumption the norm of the derivatives of the aggregate
expectations function is bounded away from zero. 51

P r o o f o f T h eo rem 5

The stationary state is a saddle point of the perfect foresight dynamics.
Therefore, from Lemma 4 we deduce that
p h{ 1) =

( - l ) ( r+1> '/M -l)

=

~sgn(
—sgn(

d etB j,
detLo'
detB \ ,
detLo

It is a well known result that if Pft(l) > 0 all eigenvalues of P\ are lower
than one and if (—l) (T+b 'P A(—1) > 0 all eigenvalues of Ph are higher
than -1. Therefore, the dynamics with learning are locally asymptotically
stable at the STE if detLo and detPi are of opposite sign. Since detLo =
d e t5 1d e t(P f lA0 + J£ C^dv), it follows that,
sgn(det(5 1 1A0 + j * C cQdvy)) = sgndet(P 1 l A 0) = - 1

A .9

f

P r o o f o f T h eo rem 7

(i) The following inequalities hold:
II V A 0V ||

>

II V B {P || <

e x - qi rmxymHX
q i m x X y

m ax

Hence, a sufficient condition for p £ W to be a saddle point is given by
the inequality
?l^l*£ymax ^ ^
^j

(ii) The following inequality holds:
II VAoV ||< (1 + qim1)xym!LX
We restrict the degree of heterogeneity of the young household demand
function along the current price system such that:
min /
J B

| 3a ,<m (7) I 4>{e)p(u)d/3du) > k\„,
x

SI
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A .8

(1 + qim i)xyT,

k \^ e x y

A .10

< 1

f

P r o o f o f T h e o re m 8

(i) The standard sufficient condition of stability is written, for the present
example:
-C o

E I c i l<l
;'=i

The first part of the Theorem is easily deduced from this inequality,
(ii) The dynamics is described by the equation
(26)

pt = h{pt- i , . . . ,pt- T - \ )

The Jacobian matrix of dg is written
/ —(T0)_1Ti

..........

1

dg =

—(To) 1T r +1 ^

0

0

1

0

.
, 0

...

Note that L t +i = 0. It implies that one of the eigenvalues of dh is null
Xx+i = 0. Finding one of the other eigenvalues of dh amounts to looking
for a complex number A such that:
XTv = - E XT~i (L0)~1LjV
j=1

Thus the characteristic equation of Eq.26 is
Ph(X) = XT + E Ar - i (T0)-1 E = 0

i =i
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Therefore || V B {P ||> k \ pCexy. Hence, a sufficient condition for stability
of the dynamics of perfect foresight at p 6 P is that:

(L0)-1LT = ( - l ) T YlXi
i= 1

Hence,
Il {Lü) - 'L t ||< 1

(27)

implies that | [)L i
|> 1 which, in turn, implies that at least one eigen
value has a modulus higher than one, that is, any stationary temporary
equilibrium is unstable. A sufficient condition for instability of any STE
is given by Eq.27. This inequality holds
• when °o <

if
|CT | > ^ - C 0

• when Co >

if

| CT |> Co A . 11

<h^t+1

f

P r o o f o f T h eo rem 9

At the limit, for mi close to zero, V L 0V is close to the diagonal matrix
o

/ Pif?’

\

Pifi

VL,o V = /

dv

JBxQ

V

0

Plfl

VL{P is close to the matrix
( 0

Ellil P2^2

p \ f i yp m
X

P2/fp2M2

VL{P

Plfl PM
X

I bx(
0

^PlffpWl
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It is a well kown result that the constant term of this equation can be
expressed in terms of the product of the eigenvalues, that is:

This implies that
matrix

|| (To) lLj || is close to the norm of the following
( 1^

(0 ,

P2^2
X

PM
x

5

<1 )
The norm of this matrix is X^ =2 ^>
TL which is strictly lower than one as
long as u>j+i > 0. f

A .12

S ta b ility o f th e L earning P r o c e ss

The Jacobian matrix of the learning process is
(Co
I,

. . ...
o

CT \
0

\ o

h

0 )

The characteristic equation associate to the dynamics of the learning
process is
7,Ar+ 1 - f C i\T~i =
3=«
The roots of this equation are the eigenvalues of the matrix L which are
all of modulus lower than one if (L —p/) is invertible forall p such that
| p |> 1. Thus, a sufficient condition for stability of the learning process
is that

E i q ir<i n
3 = 0
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while the matrices Lj for j = 2, . . . ,T + 1 almost disappear. As a result,
the norm
|| (Lo)~1Lj || is close to the norm of the product of the
two above matrices. Under the assumption that the set of households’
characteristics is bounded, there exists u such that
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